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Executive Summary

In 2008, Chicago Public Schools (CPS) launched the Excellence in Teaching Pilot, an effort to revamp how teachers are evaluated and how they receive feedback on their performance. The pilot was at the forefront of a national movement to redesign teacher evaluation. The work in Chicago and across the country to improve evaluation was motivated by two main factors. First, evaluation systems were failing to give teachers either meaningful feedback on their instructional practices or guidance about what is expected of them in the classroom. Second, traditional teacher evaluation systems were not differentiating among the best teachers, good teachers, and poor teachers. Chicago, for example, relied on a system that both teachers and principals viewed as arbitrary and unfair. Moreover, the system identified 93 percent of teachers as either Superior or Excellent—at the same time that 66 percent of CPS schools were failing to meet state standards, suggesting a major disconnect between classroom results and classroom evaluations.

This report summarizes findings from a two-year study of Chicago’s Excellence in Teaching Pilot, which was designed to drive instructional improvement by providing teachers with evidence-based feedback on their strengths and weaknesses. The pilot consisted of training and support for principals and teachers, principal observations of teaching practice conducted twice a year using the Charlotte Danielson Framework for Teaching, and conferences between the principal and the teacher to discuss evaluation results and teaching practice.

Although the findings from this report focus on a specific pilot in a specific city, they have broad implications for districts and states nationwide that are working to design and develop evaluation systems that rely on classroom observations to differentiate among teachers and drive instructional
improvement. Overall, we found that the Excellence in Teaching Pilot was an improvement on the old evaluation system and worked as it was designed and intended, introducing an evidence-based observation approach to evaluating teachers and creating a shared definition of effective teaching. At the same time, the new system faced a number of challenges, including weak instructional coaching skills and lack of buy-in among some principals. Specific findings include:

- The classroom observation ratings were valid measures of teaching practice; that is, students showed the greatest growth in test scores in the classrooms where teachers received the highest ratings on the Danielson Framework, and students showed the least growth in test scores in classrooms where teachers received the lowest ratings.

- The classroom observation ratings were reliable measures of teaching practice; that is, principals and trained observers who watched the same lesson consistently gave the teacher the same ratings; however, 11 percent of principals consistently gave lower ratings than the observers and 17 percent of principals consistently gave higher ratings than the observers.

- Principals and teachers said that conferences were more reflective and objective than in the past and were focused on instructional practice and improvement. However, many principals lack the instructional coaching skills required to have deep discussions about teaching practice.

- Over half of principals were highly engaged in the new evaluation system. Principals who were not engaged in the new evaluation system tended to say that it was too labor intensive given the numerous district initiatives being simultaneously implemented in their schools.

This report is divided into five chapters:

**CHAPTER ONE** presents the national impetus for revitalizing teacher evaluation practices and details the teacher evaluation pilot in Chicago and the Charlotte Danielson Framework for Teaching. This chapter provides information that is particularly useful for those interested in how the local and national discussion around teacher evaluation has played out in Chicago, as well as the details of the research behind this report.

**CHAPTER TWO** investigates the relationship between teacher classroom observation ratings and value-added measures, providing information that might be particularly useful for those working to build an observation system that is linked to learning gains.

**CHAPTER THREE** describes how principals rated teaching practice across schools when compared to another observer. This chapter provides information for those working to build an observation system where teachers reliably receive the same rating for exhibiting the same quality of instruction.

**CHAPTER FOUR** highlights the conference component of the evaluation system—principal and teacher reports on the quality of the conversations, as well as an investigation of the nature of these conversations. This chapter provides information for those interested in how a comprehensive evaluation system can be designed to drive instructional improvement.

**CHAPTER FIVE** follows a different format than the previous chapters and is meant to serve as a design guide for districts and unions that are revitalizing teacher evaluation systems. Instead of providing explicit answers to design questions, the chapter draws attention to key design and logistical considerations and brings evidence from the Chicago pilot to bear on these issues. The goal is to give policymakers and practitioners empirical evidence that they can use to arrive at informed solutions for their own states and districts. Specifically, we discuss criteria for assigning formal evaluation ratings, decisions about classroom observation logistics, training for principals and teachers, principal engagement, and evaluator feedback and accountability. For each of these topics, we provide evidence from the Chicago pilot. We also list some questions for stakeholders to consider when thinking about each of these issues.
Chapter 1

The Context for Revitalizing Teacher Evaluation

Districts and states across the country are engaging in efforts to redesign teacher evaluation systems. Two main factors have motivated this movement. First, teachers generally did not receive meaningful feedback on their instructional practices and had little guidance about what was expected of them in the classroom. Second, traditional teacher evaluation systems did not differentiate among high- and low-performing teachers. In Chicago, for example, historically 93 percent of all of the teachers were in the top two categories of the performance evaluation rating scale while only 0.3 percent were identified as Unsatisfactory. Districts need an evaluation system that accurately captures teacher performance in order to make personnel decisions, such as removing and remediating low-performing teachers or rewarding excellent teachers.

If two primary objectives of evaluations are to provide teachers with information that they can use to improve their teaching practices and to provide teachers with evaluation ratings that accurately capture their classroom performance, then research confirms that traditional evaluation systems are broken. They typically fail to provide teachers with the information they need to make timely and effective improvements in their instructional practice. Often, they rely upon a single observation by a principal, who is minimally trained as an evaluator. At the same time, many evaluation tools are seen as subjective, rendering evaluation meaningless. It is of particular concern that most evaluation systems do not differentiate between strong and weak instruction and therefore fail to identify or facilitate the removal of low-performing teachers.
Policymakers and others have responded to flaws in the current systems by demanding that districts start using data on student academic growth to evaluate teachers. The U.S. Department of Education advanced this agenda by requiring states competing for $4.35 billion in federal Race to the Top funds to remove any existing legal barriers to linking student achievement data to teacher evaluations.\(^7\)

States and districts have responded. In Illinois, lawmakers passed the Performance Evaluation Reform Act of 2010. The legislation requires all districts to implement a standards-based teacher evaluation system with a student achievement indicator, as well as classroom observations using a rubric that outlines best practices. The legislation also specifies a gradual timeline for all districts in Illinois to adopt this approach to teacher evaluation, as early as 2012–13 for some districts with all districts across the state implementing a new system by 2016–17. Though Illinois did not receive Race to the Top funds, the teacher evaluation legislation still stands.\(^8\)

### Evaluation Systems Across the Country Are Changing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Evaluation</th>
<th>Evidence-Based Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single time point for classroom observation</td>
<td>Multiple time points for classroom observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of “checklist” tools (strength/weakness, yes/no)</td>
<td>Use of rubrics that define instructional improvement on a continuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single observer</td>
<td>Multiple observers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings given to almost all of the teachers</td>
<td>Variation in performance ratings among teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not include student outcomes</td>
<td>Links teacher effectiveness to student performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Chicago Context

Chicago’s efforts to revamp teacher evaluation preceded the state and national push. A pilot evaluation system using a standards-based classroom observation rubric was implemented starting in 2008 under former CPS chief Arne Duncan, who is now U.S. Secretary of Education. That pilot system is the focus of this report.

### Traditional Evaluation in Chicago

The traditional teacher evaluation system has been used by CPS for 30 years. Using an observation checklist, principals rate teacher performance in a number of areas as a strength, a weakness, or does not apply. The checklist does not include a definition of a strength or weakness. (The full checklist can be found in Appendix B.) At the end of each school year, principals provide teachers with a final performance evaluation rating—though there was no official guidance on how the observation checklist, or other evidence about teacher practice, related to that final rating.

These evaluation practices came under scrutiny when The New Teacher Project (TNTP) released a report on the district’s teacher hiring, assignment, and transfer policies.\(^9\) The report concluded that neither principals nor teachers perceived the checklist system to be meaningful or fair. Additionally, the checklist system did not lead to the identification or removal of low-performing teachers. In fact, teachers were only rarely identified as Unsatisfactory (0.3 percent) or even Satisfactory (7 percent), meaning 93 percent of the district’s teachers were Excellent or Superior according to the checklist evaluation system.

---

**Timeline:**

- **1970s:** Checklist first used as Evaluation Tool
- **2006:** CPS and CTU form joint committee on Teacher Evaluation
- **2007:** Framework piloted in 44 elementary schools
- **2008:** Pilot scaled to 100 elementary schools
- **2009:** TNTP reports 93% of teachers Excellent or Superior
A New Approach to Evaluation—the Excellence in Teaching Pilot

In the summer of 2008, after collaborating with the Chicago Teachers Union for about two years, CPS launched the Excellence in Teaching Pilot, an initiative focused on instructional improvement through the use of an evaluation rubric that clearly defines the components of effective teaching. This rubric guided classroom observations and conferences between principals and teachers. The district set these pilot goals:

• Improve teaching and learning in the school district
• Develop a stronger professional learning climate among teachers and principals
• Foster a constructive—rather than punitive—climate around teacher evaluation

The first year of the pilot, 2008–09, included 44 elementary schools. Participation was scaled up to 101 elementary schools in 2009–10. The pilot consisted of training and support for principals, as well as training for teachers; principal observations of teaching practice formally conducted twice a year using the Danielson Framework; and conferences between the principal and teacher to discuss teaching practice. The conferences occurred before and after the formal classroom observation. In this report, we present findings on principal observation ratings and principal-teacher conferences.

Principals were expected to hold conferences with the teacher both before and after the observation. The pre-observation component was not required under the previous CPS evaluation system, though a few principals said they had always used pre-conferences. The district also provided forms for the teacher to fill out to guide the conferences.

Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching

Originally developed in 1996, the Framework is used nationally to document and develop teaching practice. In Chicago, modified versions of the Danielson Framework have been used in a variety of initiatives, such as mentoring new teachers and evaluating teacher performance in a pay-for-performance pilot program. Illinois has recently adopted a version of the Danielson Framework as the state’s default observation rubric, although individual districts are able to choose a different tool. Other states (e.g., Idaho and Delaware) and districts (e.g., Cincinnati) also use versions of the Danielson Framework.

The Framework divides teaching into four domains:

1. Planning and Preparation
2. Classroom Environment
3. Instruction
4. Professional Responsibilities

Domains 1 and 4 cover aspects of the teaching profession that occur outside the classroom, while Domains 2 and 3 address aspects that are directly observable in classroom teaching. Domains 2 and 3 are also the focus of the reliability and validity study because these domains were the emphasis of the pilot. (See Table 1 for a list of the components in Domains 2 and 3.)

The Framework is a rubric that delineates four levels of performance, or what we refer to as ratings, for each component. Each component has a detailed rubric that specifies rating criteria. A general description of the rating scale along with a rubric from a sample component, Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques, is shown in Table 2. (See Appendix A for the modified Danielson Framework rubric.)
TABLE 1
Components of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain 2: The Classroom Environment</th>
<th>Domain 3: Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating an Environment of Respect and Rapport</td>
<td>Communicating With Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing a Culture for Learning</td>
<td>Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Classroom Procedures</td>
<td>Engaging Students in Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Student Behavior</td>
<td>Using Assessment in Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing Physical Space</td>
<td>Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2
Example of a rubric for one component: 3B. Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Performance/Rating</th>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Specific Rubric for 3B: Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unsatisfactory</td>
<td>Teaching is below the standard of “do no harm” and requires immediate intervention.</td>
<td>Teacher’s questions are low-level or inappropriate, eliciting limited student participation and recitation rather than discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Teacher understands the components of teaching, but implementation is sporadic.</td>
<td>Some of the teacher’s questions elicit a thoughtful response, but most are low-level, posed in rapid succession. Teacher attempts to engage all students in the discussion are only partially successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficient</td>
<td>Teacher has mastered the work of teaching.</td>
<td>Most of the teacher’s questions elicit a thoughtful response, and the teacher allows sufficient time for students to answer. All students participate in the discussion, with the teacher stepping aside when appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinguished</td>
<td>Teacher has established a community of learners with students assuming responsibility for their own learning.</td>
<td>Questions reflect high expectations and are culturally and developmentally appropriate. Students formulate many of the high-level questions and ensure that all voices are heard.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study Design and Data

CPS and the Consortium on Chicago School Research at the University of Chicago Urban Education Institute (CCSR) worked closely to design the rollout of the pilot. CPS selected four elementary school areas of the district to pilot the Danielson Framework. In those four areas, CCSR randomly selected half of the schools to participate in the pilot in 2008–09. The schools not selected began using the system one year later, in 2009–10. By randomly selecting schools, we ensured that findings regarding implementation would be generalizable to other elementary schools across the city. CCSR also randomly selected teachers within those schools for simultaneous classroom observation by the principal and an external observer. Random selection of teachers ensured that findings about teaching practice and use of the Framework tool to measure teaching practice would be generalizable to elementary school teachers across the city.

To determine reliability, we utilized “matched” observations of teachers where two raters simultaneously observed teachers. One of the raters was usually the principal (but sometimes the assistant principal), and the other rater was one of three highly trained external observers. The principal and the observer entered and left the classroom at the same time, and they assigned their ratings independently without discussing the lesson. We used the ratings from these classroom observations to determine if an individual principal applied the Framework ratings consistently.

To determine validity, we used principal observation of teachers who had math and/or reading value-added...
Research Questions

1. What are the characteristics of principal ratings of teaching practice?

   a. Do evaluators rate the same lesson in the same way? Do principals rate teaching practice consistently across schools?

   b. Are the classroom observation ratings valid measures of teaching practice? Is there a relationship between ratings and student learning outcomes?

2. What are principal and teacher perceptions of the evaluation tool and conferences?

   a. Do participants find the system to be useful? To be fair?

   b. What is the perceived impact on teacher practice?

3. What factors facilitated or impeded implementation of the teacher evaluation system?

Quantitative Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability observations—principal and external observer ratings of the same lesson</td>
<td>499 observations 257 teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity observations—principal ratings</td>
<td>955 observations 501 teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-level value-added measures</td>
<td>417 reading teachers 340 math teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSR principal survey (spring 2009)</td>
<td>37 pilot principals 37 control principals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Chapters 2, 3, and 5, as well as Appendix D, for details on data, methodology, and findings regarding validity and reliability of the classroom observation rubric.

Qualitative Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Collected Across All Pilot Schools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Interviews (Cohort 1)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Interviews (Cohort 1)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Focus Groups (Cohorts 1 and 2)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collected From Eight Case Study Schools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Interviews</td>
<td>8 Principals x 3 Time Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Principal Interviews</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Focus Groups</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Series: Pre-Conference, Classroom Observation, Post-Conference, and Teacher Debrief</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: More detailed methodology and findings about implementation at the school level, including principal engagement and coaching conversations, are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 and in Appendix E.

measures from CPS. We compared teachers’ observation ratings and value-added measures to establish the relationship between the two for each component of the Framework for reading and math.

Qualitative data collection and analysis provided answers to the second and third research questions. In 2008–09, we asked the first cohort of principals about the Danielson Framework, training and support, conferences with teachers, and logistics regarding school-level implementation. Analysis of the interviews resulted in the principal engagement findings. In 2009–10, we conducted case studies in eight of the pilot elementary schools—the case study schools were selected based on the principal’s level of engagement, so we studied schools that ranged from low buy-in to high engagement around the pilot work. The case study analysis led to the findings regarding principal coaching during conferences, as well as the school vignettes of implementation.
This chapter provides detailed information about the relationship between classroom observation ratings and student learning. Specifically, the chapter explores whether teachers who receive higher ratings also tend to have students who achieve greater test score growth. We refer to the relationship between observation ratings and student learning as validity because a “valid” evaluation system should rate teachers based on the factors that improve learning. A valid system, for example, might rate teachers based on how well they explain course material, while an invalid system might rate teachers on more arbitrary factors (e.g., appearance). And while we would not expect to see any relationship between test score gains and appearance, we might expect to see a positive relationship between test scores gains and asking challenging questions. This chapter considers whether principals rated teaching practice validly in the Chicago pilot, and, more specifically, whether the Danielson Framework, the observation tool utilized in the Excellence in Teaching Pilot, is a valid measure of teaching practice.

**KEY FINDINGS ON VALIDITY**

- There is a strong relationship between classroom observation ratings and value-added measures, and the relationship holds for math and reading test scores.
- In the classrooms of highly rated teachers, students showed the most growth; in the classrooms of teachers with low observation ratings, students showed the least growth.
Validity: The Relationship Between Classroom Observation Ratings and Student Achievement

There is a national push to evaluate teachers based on the growth their students make on standardized tests, resulting in the increasing popularity of value-added models. There are many approaches to value-added modeling, which range in complexity, but the goal is simply to identify the effect of an individual teacher, or an individual school, on student learning.

One limitation of the value-added approach is that most teachers do not teach a subject or grade level that is currently tested. Another limitation is that some of the standardized assessments currently given to students were not designed to measure student growth. Given these and other limitations, establishing that a classroom observation rubric is a valid way to measure teaching practice becomes crucial. If there is an established relationship between classroom observation ratings and student learning, then classroom observation ratings can provide a good indicator of teacher quality for teachers in untested grades.

What to Know About CPS Value-Added Measures and Validity

- Developed by the Value Added Research Center (VARC) at the University of Wisconsin
- Measures only available for grades 4–8 reading and math teachers
- A value-added measure:
  - Of zero indicates that the teacher’s students grew an average amount over the school year
  - Below zero indicates that the teacher’s students had below average growth
  - Above zero indicates that the teacher’s students had above average growth
- Models take into account student demographics, daily attendance, and mobility

In Chicago, all teachers in grades 4–8 English language arts and/or mathematics have value-added indicators. To be included in our analysis, an individual teacher needed to have both 1) classroom observation ratings from the principal, and 2) a value-added indicator. This leaves us with a sample of 955 principal observations of 501 teachers. The teachers in our sample have slightly higher value-added measures than the whole population of teachers in CPS, more so in reading than in math, though the average value-added measure for these teachers is still close to zero. The most common Danielson Framework rating for teachers in the sample is Proficient.
as the teacher’s rating increases. In other words, on average, a teacher with an Unsatisfactory rating has a lower value-added indicator than a teacher with a Basic rating, a teacher with a Basic rating has a lower value-added measure than a teacher with a Proficient rating, and a teacher with a Proficient rating has a lower value-added measure than a teacher with a Distinguished rating. This pattern generally holds across the components, suggesting that the Framework is measuring teaching practice in a valid way. This relationship between Framework ratings and value-added measures is statistically significant for all of the components. Other researchers looking at the relationship between Framework ratings and value-added measures in Cincinnati have produced similar results.

The results for math are comparable to reading. For almost all of the components, on average, teachers who receive lower classroom observation ratings also have lower value-added measures. One difference between reading and math is that teachers who received a Basic rating generally have a below average value-added measure, whereas teachers with Proficient ratings have students with close to average gains in test scores. In other words, a math teacher and a reading teacher may have the same classroom observation ratings, but the math teacher will generally have a lower value-added measure than the reading teacher unless he/she is Proficient. Despite this difference between reading and math, there is still a significant difference in the math value-added measures of teachers with lower ratings of classroom practice than with higher ratings of classroom practice. This difference holds across all 10 components. Again, this finding suggests that the Framework ratings are a valid measure of classroom practice. (See Appendix D for average value-added measures for all components of the Danielson Framework, including results from significance testing.)

A Note on Data Limitations

Due to data limitations, we may be underestimating the relationship between ratings and value-added indicators. While researchers and practitioners have highlighted issues with using value-added measures for evaluation purposes, we want to mention some problems that relate specifically to limitations in data

**FIGURE 1**

**Teachers with higher Framework ratings had higher value-added measures**

In reading, the average value-added measure for teachers with an Unsatisfactory rating is well below zero, whereas the value-added measure for teachers with a Basic hovers close to zero. This means that, on average, teachers who received an Unsatisfactory rating in their classroom practice had below average student growth compared to other similar students. In general, teachers rated Basic had average or just below average student growth, and teachers rated Proficient or Distinguished had above average student growth.
systems and in identifying which students are actually taught by which teachers. Evaluating teachers based on the achievement of their students, as measured by standardized tests, means that districts must be able to identify which teachers teach which students. Elementary schools are relying more and more heavily on team teaching and arrangements that allow for more differentiation of instruction for students. These flexible arrangements make it difficult to pinpoint—at least with the current data systems—which teacher is teaching each individual student and how to attribute student growth accordingly. While we do not know the rate at which elementary schools are using these strategies, we do know that they are common. And the problem of matching students to teachers is a bigger one in schools that use flexible teaching arrangements to a greater extent.

The classroom observation ratings also have limitations. (See Chapter 3 for details on reliability.) In the validity analysis, we use the raw ratings that principals assigned, rather than a statistically adjusted rating, because that is how this teacher evaluation rating system (or any other) would be implemented. If the value-added indicators measured student growth perfectly and if the classroom observation measures were completely devoid of any individual rater bias, we suspect the relationship between the two measures would be even stronger.
Reliability of Observation Ratings

In addition to validity, another important consideration when designing an evaluation system is whether teachers will be rated consistently. That is, will teachers demonstrating the same levels of proficiency receive the same ratings? We refer to this relationship as “reliability.” To measure reliability, we compared principal and observer ratings of the same lesson.

In our reliability analyses, we are not assuming that the principal is right or wrong in assigning ratings—nor are we assuming the observer is always right. We are simply comparing principal and observer ratings. To measure reliability, we made a direct comparison of principal and observer ratings of the same lesson. Our analysis allows us to say if principals and observers agree on teacher ratings across all components of the Framework and at all levels of the rating scale. It is possible that problems with inter-rater reliability can be somewhat alleviated through training and support. If principals consistently rate a component lower or higher than the observers, the district can provide more support to principals in how to rate teaching practice in that area.

KEY FINDINGS ON RELIABILITY

- Principals rated teaching practice reliably at the low end and the middle of the scale.
- However, they were more likely to rate practice as Distinguished when observers rated practice as Proficient.
- Most principals agreed with external observers when it came to rating teaching practice, though 11 percent of principals consistently gave lower ratings than the observers and 17 percent consistently gave higher ratings than the observers.
An Overview of the Ratings Data

Table 3 and Figure 2 show how principals and observers rated teaching practice. Table 3 shows the overall distribution of ratings awarded to teachers in the sample across all components of the Framework, and Figure 2 breaks the information down component by component. While principals and observers gave similar proportions of Unsatisfactory and Basic ratings, there is a noticeable difference between the proportion of Distinguished ratings given by principals and those given by observers. These ratings form the backbone of the reliability and validity analyses.

**FIGURE 2**

Principals and observers gave similar proportions of Unsatisfactory and Basic ratings in most of the components, though principals were more likely to call practice Distinguished.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Principal (N=4,747 ratings)</th>
<th>Observer (N=4,852 ratings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distinguished</td>
<td>803 (17%)</td>
<td>157 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficient</td>
<td>2,530 (53%)</td>
<td>3,259 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>1,291 (27%)</td>
<td>1,343 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsatisfactory</td>
<td>123 (3%)</td>
<td>93 (2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3**

Distribution of ratings for principals and observers.

**HOW TO READ FIGURE 2**

Figure 2 shows the distribution of ratings—by principals and observers—for each of the 10 components across teachers in the pilot schools. Below the line in black and gray and purple are the Unsatisfactory and Basic ratings, and above the line in light purple and dark purple are Proficient and Distinguished. Principal and observer bars in which the colors generally line up, beginning and ending at the same level, indicate that principals and observers gave similar proportions of Framework ratings for that component (see Managing Classroom Procedures, for example). Bars in which the colors do not coincide indicate that principals and observers gave different proportions of ratings. For example, with Organizing Physical Space, principals gave more Basic ratings while observers gave more Proficient ratings.
Figure 2 shows the ratings that principals and observers assigned to the teachers in the sample. In three of the components, you can see relatively large differences between Basic and Proficient ratings—Managing Student Behavior (2D), Organizing Physical Space (2E), and Engaging Students in Learning (3C). With Managing Student Behavior and Engaging Students in Learning, the principals tended to assign higher ratings than the observers, whereas with Organizing Physical Space the principals often rated lower than the observers. Across all of the components, principals were more likely to call practice Distinguished that observers rated as Proficient.

Figure 2 also provides more general information about teaching practice according to both principals and observers. Teachers received lower ratings in the Instruction components (the five sets of bars on the right) than in the Classroom Environment domain (the five sets of bars on the left). You can see this in the figure because the bars for the Instruction components hang farther below the line that separates Basic from Proficient ratings.

### Inter-Rater Reliability—Agreement in Ratings Between Principals and Observers

The ratings in Figure 2 provide a sense of the differences and similarities of principal and observer ratings. These ratings are the descriptive data that serve as the basis for our statistical modeling. The statistical models allow for direct comparisons of principal and observer ratings of the same lesson for 501 observations of 257 teachers, and the results indicate where principal-observer differences are significant and where they generally agree with each other. (See Appendix D for details on the statistical models.)

We isolated each part of the rating scale to determine if principals and observers rated consistently across the four categories of performance in the Framework, or if there were differences in reliability at each level of the scale. (The low end is Unsatisfactory and Basic, the middle is Basic and Proficient, and the high end is Proficient and Distinguished.) The statistical models are structured to make direct comparisons of a principal’s ratings and an observer’s ratings of the same lesson. Overall, principals rated Unsatisfactory teaching practices reliably. Principals and observers generally agreed when practice was Unsatisfactory. The same is true for the middle of the scale. That means, in general, principals and observers were able to agree upon Unsatisfactory versus Basic practice (as shown by the Low End Scale bar, which is not significantly different from an odds ratio of 1.00, in Figure 3) and Basic versus Proficient practice (as shown by the Middle Scale bar in Figure 3).

Given this finding, the Framework appears to be a reliable tool at the low end of the rating scale. Reliability at the low end of the scale is critical if district leadership intends to use the Framework ratings to identify low-quality instruction, remove ineffective teachers, or assign low-performing teachers to professional development. During a formal observation using the Framework, principals assigned at least one Unsatisfactory rating to 8 percent of teachers in the sample. The definition of Unsatisfactory practice, according to the Framework, is doing academic harm to students and requires immediate intervention.

Across all components and observations, principals were more likely than observers to rate teaching practice Distinguished. While reliability is high at the low end of the rating scale, principals assigned the Distinguished rating more often than the observers did across all 10 components of teaching. Of the 257 teachers observed simultaneously by the principal and observer, 52 percent received at least one Distinguished rating from principals, but only 24 percent received a Distinguished rating from observers. Across all components, principals were also significantly more likely to call practice Distinguished when observers rated the same instruction as Proficient (as shown by the top High End Scale bar in Figure 3).

In interviews, principals provided a rationale for this finding. They acknowledged that for some teachers they intentionally rated practice that should have been Proficient as Distinguished because of the need to preserve relationships with teachers who had previously received the high evaluation ratings. One principal said, “I am not going to get in a big fight between these two things (Proficient versus Distinguished) because what good does it do? You just ruin your relationship with the teacher. It is much better to coach them than
It is important to note that when comparing principal and observer ratings, we are not implying that the principal or the observer is “right.” While the principals used the Distinguished rating more often, these teachers did have higher value-added measures than the teachers the principals rated as Proficient. This suggests either that principals are correctly identifying Distinguished practice or that they used historical knowledge of the teacher (unknown to the observer and outside of the evidence of the classroom observation) to form a better picture of teacher effectiveness. (See Chapter 2 for details.)

Some differences in principal and observer ratings are explained by a teacher’s previous evaluation rating. When principals entered classrooms to conduct observations for formal evaluation, they were expected to set aside preconceived notions about teachers, to collect evidence in a systematic way, and to use that evidence to determine a teacher’s evaluation rating. This was a much more complex task than what principals had been asked to do in the past. The quantitative analysis revealed that the ratings principals assigned to teachers on previous evaluations mattered, especially if that teacher had received high evaluation ratings in the past. For example, if a teacher had previously received the highest rating on the checklist, the principal using the Framework sometimes rated that teacher’s practice higher than the observer.

When we took into account teachers’ previous evaluation ratings in the statistical models, much of the variation between principal and observer ratings disappeared. This suggests that principals may have taken previous evaluation ratings into account when assigning new ratings. One example of this is evident in Figure 3. When we compare the purple bars, we see that the difference in principal and observer ratings at the high end of the scale is quite large. However, after controlling for a teacher’s prior evaluation rating, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Odds Ratio</th>
<th>What It Means</th>
<th>Example From Figure 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equals One</td>
<td>The principal and the observer give the same rating</td>
<td>Middle of the scale—the odds of a principal giving a Proficient rating rather than a Basic rating, compared to the observer, are 1 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is Greater Than One</td>
<td>The principal gives a higher rating than the observer</td>
<td>High end of the scale (highly significant)—the odds of a principal giving a Distinguished rating rather than a Proficient rating, compared to the observer, are 6 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is Less Than One</td>
<td>The principal gives a lower rating than the observer</td>
<td>Low end of the scale (not significantly different from one)—the odds of a principal giving a Basic rating rather than an Unsatisfactory rating, compared to the observer, are 3 to 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Asterisks (**) indicate a significant difference between principal and observer ratings with principals more likely to assign a higher rating at the .01 level. No asterisks means that the relationship was not significant. In other words, principals and observers rated lessons similarly. We controlled for the subject area of the lesson, grade level of the lesson, tenure status, and prior evaluation rating on the CPS checklist, as well as the year of the observation and the year that the principal began using the Framework to assign ratings.
difference diminishes and is no longer statistically significant. Another interpretation is that principals’ prior knowledge of teachers enables them to rate teaching practice more accurately than the observers. Because we saw a strong relationship between principal ratings of teachers and value-added measures, there is evidence that principals are accurately assessing teaching practice, even at the high end of the scale.

Figure 3 shows the variation between principal and observer ratings of the same lesson. The figure displays the odds that a principal gives a certain rating compared to the odds that an observer gives that same rating (i.e., the odds ratio—see Table 4 for more information on how to interpret odds ratios). If principals and observers are assigning the same ratings, we expect the odds ratio to equal 1.

Limited Principal Understanding of How to Rate Practice: Walton Elementary School

The example of Walton School makes the case for the importance of reliably rating teaching practice. If teachers do not believe that their principal is rating accurately, the potential of the evaluation system is stifled.

The principal resisted the pilot evaluation system. In the first year of the pilot, Ms. Cooper, the principal, expressed negative sentiments about the Framework and the new teacher evaluation system, stating that rating teaching practice using the Framework was “a lot more work.” She struggled with choosing a rating and was often torn between Basic and Proficient. She also perceived that teachers put on a performance when she came to visit, and that the Framework did not reveal their “real teaching.” Ms. Cooper said that the new evaluation process overwhelmed her. The print on the Framework summary pages was too small to read, there were too many components of teaching practice to rate, and the technology principals used to enter ratings was difficult. By the end of the second year, she said, “It still just confused me.”

The teachers had high hopes for the pilot, but they recognized the principal’s limitations in using the Framework. Teachers at Walton were generally positive about the Charlotte Danielson Framework, but they were negative about the way it was being used in their school. One teacher described the tool as “having powerful potential,” but thought the principal’s limited use “made it just as subjective as the old tool.” One teacher said she had “corrected the principal several times in her misinterpretations of the Framework.” This teacher explained that, while she was not an expert in the Framework, she believed she “knew more than the principal just by reading it through.”

There was a sense among interviewed teachers that the Framework had caused problems in the school because the principal was simply not using it fairly. Teachers thought the principal had good intentions, but she “just didn’t have the instructional knowledge to use the Framework well.” Teachers expressed that the implementation of the teacher evaluation pilot at the school was “weak at best.” They felt initially hopeful when the pilot was introduced into the school and were excited about the training. “I hoped for the best, but it just didn’t go that deep,” one teacher stated. The teachers came in with high expectations of what the tool would accomplish and, thus, were “tremendously disappointed when the Framework was used poorly.”

The principal’s lack of knowledge of the Framework and inability to rate teaching practice led teachers to believe the pilot evaluation was subjective. Teachers perceived that the principal’s leadership capacity and knowledge of instructional practice was limited. The principal herself admitted that this kept her from being able to deeply understand and use the Danielson Framework. Teachers became disenchanted and frustrated as they realized the Framework would not be used in a deep way. Many disengaged from the process as a result. As the second year of the pilot closed, both Ms. Cooper and the teachers expressed deep concerns about the ability of the teacher evaluation pilot to promote instructional and school improvement.
Rater Severity

Another set of analyses focused on how individual principals rated in comparison to the observers across multiple observations of teachers within their school, allowing us to identify individual principals who regularly rated teaching practice differently than the observers. Lenient principals consistently rated teaching practice higher than the observers did, while severe principals rated teaching practice lower than the observers. The following findings provide information on rater severity.

FIGURE 4
When rating teaching practice, most principals generally agreed with the observers

![Figure 4](image)

HOW TO READ FIGURE 4

Each dot on the figure represents a rater: purple dots are observers, and gray dots are principals. Data used to construct this figure consist of 166 observations from each of the three observers and, on average, six observations from each of the 84 principals (some principals did not enter observation data). The lines above and below the dot are error bars. Longer bars mean we are less confident about that principal’s severity; the true severity measure could fall anywhere within that bar. Error could come from two sources: 1) we have little classroom observation data from the rater, and/or 2) the principal was inconsistent in how he/she assigned Framework ratings compared to the observers. Most of the principals are close to the observers in terms of severity (within one standard deviation of the observers). There were more extremely lenient principals (shown on the far left) in the sample than extremely severe principals (shown on the far right).

Most principals were on par with the observers. Comparing principal and observer ratings using a measurement model, we determined which principals regularly rated lower than the observers (11 percent of principals), which principals were generally in line with the observers (72 percent of principals), and which principals regularly rated higher than the observers (17 percent of principals). Figure 4 shows the distribution of principal severity across the two years.

Figures 5 and 6 are examples of classroom observation ratings from a more severe and a more lenient
principal. The ratings are coded from Unsatisfactory to Distinguished. These figures provide an example of what severity and leniency mean for an individual teacher.

The teacher in Figure 5 a consistently received Basic ratings from his/her principal and Proficient ratings from the external observer—except in Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness (3E), where the principal and observer rated this component as Basic.

Figure 6 shows the classroom observation ratings for a teacher from a principal who was identified as a lenient rater in our analysis and the external observer. Sometimes the principal and observer agreed on ratings of teacher practice—where the lines overlap and the dots are on top of each other. However, with half of the components, the principal gave higher ratings than the observer.

**FIGURE 5**
This is an example of a severe principal who generally gave lower ratings than the observer

**FIGURE 6**
This is an example of a lenient principal who generally gave higher ratings than the observer
Rethinking Teacher Evaluation
Principals and Teachers Talk About Instruction

One goal for adopting the Danielson Framework was to establish a shared language around instructional improvement. While the rubric provides a tool for rating teaching, the conferences were intended to be the lever for translating the ratings into changes in instructional practice. Based on the rating and evidence generated during the observation, a principal and a teacher could use the conference to discuss specific ways, for example, to improve student engagement or to develop strategies for managing student behavior. As such, the pre- and post-observation conferences were a central component of the pilot evaluation system in Chicago. In this chapter, we explore the conversations principals and teachers had about instruction.

KEY FINDINGS ON CONVERSATIONS ABOUT INSTRUCTION

- Principals and teachers thought the conferences they had about instruction using Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching were:
  - More reflective than those they had using the CPS checklist
  - Based on a shared language about instructional practice and improvement
  - Evidence-based, which reduced subjectivity
- Positive attitudes about conferences were dependent on principals’ skills and buy-in.
- Our observations of the conferences revealed that the quality of the conversations could be improved and that principals need more support in engaging in deep coaching conversations. Conversations were:
  - Dominated by principal talk
  - Driven by low-level questions, although this varied across principals and teachers
District Expectations for Conferences
Principals were expected to hold conferences with the teacher both before and after the observation. The pre-observation component was not required under the traditional district evaluation system, though a few principals said they had always used pre-conferences. District staff also provided forms for the teacher to fill out to guide the conferences.

The district’s theory was that when conferences were supported by the use of a rigorous evaluation rubric, the conversation would be more intentionally focused on instruction, elevate the professional dialogue in schools, and allow teachers and principals to be honest and reflective. At a training session, Charlotte Danielson told CPS principals that what matters most in the evaluation process is that principals and teachers are talking to each other about instruction. One principal said the tenor of the conferences should move from “how did I do?” to “how do I get better?” In the end, these conversations were intended to promote meaningful improvements in teaching practice.

The District Wanted Teachers and Principals to Talk About…

- How the lesson relates to the curriculum and the sequence of learning for the class
- Characteristics of students in the class and how their individual needs varied
- The goals for student learning
- How the teacher will engage students
- How the teacher will differentiate instruction
- How the teacher will assess learning
- If and how the teacher departed from the lesson plan
- What changes the teacher would make if he/she could re-teach the lesson

Principal and Teacher Perceptions: Using Evaluation to Focus on Instruction
Principals and teachers were generally positive about the conversations they had about instruction using Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching.

Principals and teachers reported that conferences were more structured and focused on instruction than in past evaluations and that the Framework provided a common language to talk about instruction. Principals and teachers moved from using an observation checklist to one that defined instructional practice developmentally based on what principals observed in the classroom. The Danielson observation tool required principals to document what they saw in the classroom as the basis for their ratings and for their conferences. It makes sense, then, that teachers and principals reported that conferences were more structured and focused on instruction when using this evidence-based tool.

Principals reflected on conferences they had conducted in the past and suggested that using Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching changed the “content and tone” of the discussion. “The conversation is entirely different. My conversation before was ‘you were tardy,’ ‘you didn’t turn in your lesson plans,’ all those kinds of things. Now I think this conversation is about good instruction,” one principal explained. Many teachers said the Framework gave their conversations focus and direction. The ratings rubric helped them be “on the same page” as their principals regarding the definitions of the ratings and components. One teacher said, “The domains [of the Framework] give you something to reflect on and talk about with the principal, and…we have something concrete that you value.”

Both principals and teachers noted increased reflection on instructional practice. One goal of instructional coaching is that teachers will become more reflective practitioners. Most principals stated that the pre- and post-conferences using Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching led to more reflective discussion. “Conversations were deepened because the Framework has explicit goals for improving instruction,” one principal stated. Teachers also felt like the conferencing process made them more reflective on their own teaching practice. One teacher said, “I enjoyed the
Principals Liked the Conferences

- 89% agreed: the quality of conversations with teachers has improved
- 86% agreed: the Framework provides a common definition of high-quality teaching in their school

feedback from the principal, and I definitely got some ideas about some things that I was lacking. It gets me thinking about how I’m approaching the class, and how my lesson fits into the structure of the entire year, and the purpose of it.”

Many of the principals specifically mentioned that the new system facilitated reflective discussions in a way that conferences using the old checklist system had not. For example, one principal said about one of his teachers, “She didn’t see the value of it last year, but this year… I don’t know if we ever would have had that conversation before.”

One specific benefit of pre-conferences is the additional reflection and time allocated to planning a lesson. Roughly half of the principals suggested that the use of the pre-conference led to better preparation on the part of the teachers. “It made them plan. It made them think,” one principal stated. “We talked together about the lesson and she revised it on the spot, making the planning process deeper and more reflective,” another principal stated.

Evidence played a significant role in the conferences and decreased subjectivity during conversations about teaching practice, according to principals and teachers. A major emphasis in the implementation of the evaluation system and in principal training was to collect evidence and then to place teachers on the rubric using that evidence. The goal was to promote fairness and remove subjectivity from the rating process. Evidence might consist of statements such as: “Ms. Smith told Adam to be quiet five times.” To compare, a more subjective version of that statement might read: “Ms. Smith wasn’t able to keep Adam on task.”

In general, administrators felt that using the Framework to evaluate teacher practice structured their conversations with teachers, allowing them to identify specific areas for instructional improvement. One administrator explained that having evidence made “it easier to talk about the good and the bad.” Evidence-based observations also helped to remove some of the emotion from the evaluation process. When talking to teachers who were unhappy with their ratings, or who had received Unsatisfactory ratings, one administrator said, “You will have enough evidence to support what you’re saying.” Evidence-based feedback during post-conferences gave teachers “the opportunity to look at themselves and what their performance truly looked like.”

Positive attitudes about conferences were dependent on principal skills and buy-in. While most principals and teachers were positive about conferences, a small proportion of those we interviewed had mixed or negative perceptions. In particular, some principals thought that using the Framework resulted in conferences that took too much time. “I have to talk through all these components. Does the district think I have nothing else to do but observe and talk to teachers?” one principal asked. Teachers who were mixed or negative in their assessment of conferences were also often skeptical of their principal’s ability to use the tool accurately or fairly. “The conference has potential. But my principal just read me the form while I sat there, and that was the end of it.” This is described in more detail in the case study about Walton School in the previous chapter. Similarly, a small portion of teachers reported that the new tool and conversations using it didn’t reduce subjectivity. This was described as a difficulty that was not inherent in the Framework for Teaching but was in the way it was used by principals in the conferences. “There were ratings that he [the principal] didn’t even have evidence for… or it was evidence from another teacher’s classroom that he must have cut and pasted in the wrong place.”

Assessing the Quality of Conversations Between Principals and Teachers

In this chapter, we explore the findings of our analysis of the observations of conversations about instruction between principals and teachers. We considered these data in two ways. First, we analyzed the types of questions principals asked teachers during conferences.
We use this to gauge the depth of the conversations. Second, we analyzed the proportion of time that principals talk versus the proportion of time teachers talk to gain an understanding of the give-and-take between principal and teacher, which we use as another measure of the quality of conversations.

We do not know the exact proportion of questions that should be high, medium, or low level in order to say that a principal was successfully engaging teachers in meaningful conversations about instruction. It is reasonable to expect that some low-level questions are appropriate, especially when framing or initiating a discussion. However, asking good questions is vital for fostering reflection and learning—this is true of both student and adult learners. While questioning is an important instructional strategy for teachers, it is also an important skill for principals who are trying to engage teachers in coaching conversations.

Very few (10 percent) of the questions principals asked teachers were at a high level. We categorized 300 principal questions from pre- and post-observation conferences with 21 teachers. We sorted principal questions into three categories: high-level, medium-level, and low-level. The criteria for these categories were based on the Danielson Framework’s definition for teachers of what constitutes high-level and low-level questions.

The vast majority of principals’ questions were of low or medium depth and failed to promote discussions about instruction as shown in Table 5.

The quality of questions depended on the principal, but also on the teacher. The level of questioning varied in two ways across the principals. First, there was variation in principal capacity to ask deep questions about instruction. Roughly half of the principals asked primarily low- and mid-level questions, while roughly the other half of the principals asked mostly mid- and high-level questions. Second, some principals changed the way they conducted conferences based on the teacher. Some principals noted that their teachers had varying abilities to engage in reflective conversation, so they adjusted the depth of their critique and questioning intentionally. For instance, one principal stated, “I only give each teacher what she can handle. With Ms. Sampson, I can just be honest. ‘That was terrible. You need to differentiate.’ With Ms. Ember, I have to stick to the basics: ‘Did you cover the lesson you said you would cover?’ Check.”

Training for the new system was primarily focused on how to use the Framework and on how to give teachers fair ratings. While the coaching conversation with teachers around the observation was a topic in the training, many principals believed it was covered

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Questioning</th>
<th>Rubric</th>
<th>Example From a Conference</th>
<th>Percent of Questions (N=300)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Principal’s question requires limited teacher response rather than discussion. The questions are generally focused on simple affirmation of principal perception, such as agreement with principal rating. The teacher response is often a single word and doesn’t push principal interpretations.</td>
<td>I think this was a Basic because of the evidence I collected. Do you agree? Did you finish the lesson?</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Principal’s question requires short teacher response. The questions are generally focused on completion of tasks and requirements. The teacher provides a brief response in explanation.</td>
<td>How did you fulfill the goals you set for this lesson? Which goals did you not meet?</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Principal’s question requires extensive teacher response. The question and response reflect high expectations and require deep reflection about instructional practice. The principal and teacher push one another’s interpretations.</td>
<td>What is the relationship between student engagement and classroom management in your teaching? What are some concrete steps you can take to improve each?</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
inadequately. Some principals were uncertain about their role in the coaching process, struggling with how to frame and lead the conversations with teachers. Other principals found it challenging to engage in constructive conversations with teachers who had rarely reflected on their teaching. One principal described her uncertainty: “I’m not sure if I’m asking the right questions to bring teachers to that reflective state that we want them to be in.” Another principal suggested that teachers did not necessarily know how to have the reflective conversation. He said, “Since I have a lot of new teachers, they’re not sure how to do it. I’m not having that reflective conversation—I’m more leading, teaching, and directing.” About half of the principals explicitly discussed their desire for training in this area.

**Principals tended to dominate the conversations.** One goal of coaching conversations is to have the teacher participate actively in the conversation. To assess whether teachers took an active role in these evaluation conferences, we analyzed who was doing the talking and who was doing the questioning—the principal, the teacher, or both. We found that principals drove the discussion the majority of the time: Their questions and comments took up roughly 75 percent of the conference, while teacher input accounted for just 25 percent.

Some conversations between principals and teachers were much more proportionate. These conversations were more dynamic, allowing the teacher to explain her/his viewpoint, discuss improvement strategies, and, in some cases, to challenge the principal’s interpretation of the instructional practice. Conversations that were dominated by the principal tended to leave less room for the teacher to engage. Table 6 shows an example of a principal-dominated conversation, as well as one with more balanced/teacher-driven exchanges.

**TABLE 6**
Examples of principal-dominated and teacher-driven conversations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation Snapshot: Principal Dominated</th>
<th>Conversation Snapshot: Balanced/Teacher Driven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> So did you finish the lesson?</td>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> To begin with, can you tell me, in your own words, what was the goal of this lesson? What did you hope the students would get out of this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> Yes.</td>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> I guess I hoped they would leave with a better understanding of inference. What is it, how can you recognize it in the text, what role does it play in storytelling? And I wanted them to be able to identify clues from the text to explain it to their partners. The piece you saw was just one aspect of a whole cluster of lessons focused on understanding text and textual analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> And tomorrow...onto the next one?</td>
<td>I had a secondary goal of working on my pacing, both across the set of lessons and in a single class period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> Right.</td>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> And in your opinion, how did it go? What did they get or not get? Strengths and weaknesses of this lesson? Why don’t you start with the pacing goal and then talk about the inference goal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> Let me tell you my perceptions on this unit. The strengths were, many of the students were on task and focused. You followed your plan. You moved from one thing, one activity, to the next. The weakness seemed to be the students didn’t know the purpose, the goal or reason, for what they were doing. Next time I will come in and look just at that...ask students what they are doing and why.</td>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> I think my pacing was good on the set of lessons around these concepts. We moved through the pieces of information and the pace of the class period as well. Students were engaged. On the goal of learning inference as a part of this larger textual analysis lesson, I felt my effectiveness was mixed. I felt like maybe two-thirds of the students understood it. But one-third were lost. What did you think?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> Okay.</td>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> I agree both with your assessment of the management piece and with your assessment of the inference part. That is why I gave you a Basic here and a Proficient here. Let’s talk through each one separately, and I can show you the part of the observation where I found support for those ratings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> Because you see that part is important. Teachers think it is a small thing, but it isn’t. It is critical. You can have all the best stuff in the world you are teaching, but students who don’t know why won’t get it. So would you agree, that is a Basic?</td>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> I think my pacing was good on the set of lessons around these concepts. We moved through the pieces of information and the pace of the class period as well. Students were engaged. On the goal of learning inference as a part of this larger textual analysis lesson, I felt my effectiveness was mixed. I felt like maybe two-thirds of the students understood it. But one-third were lost. What did you think?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> Yes, I will work on it.</td>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> I agree both with your assessment of the management piece and with your assessment of the inference part. That is why I gave you a Basic here and a Proficient here. Let’s talk through each one separately, and I can show you the part of the observation where I found support for those ratings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> Great, because you are starting to get there. We have to keep moving forward and striving to improve.</td>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> I think my pacing was good on the set of lessons around these concepts. We moved through the pieces of information and the pace of the class period as well. Students were engaged. On the goal of learning inference as a part of this larger textual analysis lesson, I felt my effectiveness was mixed. I felt like maybe two-thirds of the students understood it. But one-third were lost. What did you think?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher:</strong> Okay.</td>
<td><strong>Principal:</strong> I agree both with your assessment of the management piece and with your assessment of the inference part. That is why I gave you a Basic here and a Proficient here. Let’s talk through each one separately, and I can show you the part of the observation where I found support for those ratings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contrasts in Instructional Coaching: The Cases of McKinley and Stoller Elementary Schools

Here we present contrasting case studies in the way principals approached conferences with teachers. Both principals were committed to the new teacher evaluation system and highly engaged. However, while Principal Andrews at Stoller was able to translate the use of the new evaluation system to have deep conversations with her teachers about instruction, Principal Ramirez at McKinley struggled to do so. The case illustrates the need for more support in the area of instructional coaching and using ratings of teaching practice to promote instructional improvement.

The principal at McKinley was highly engaged in the pilot but acknowledged her limitations in conducting conferences with teachers. Ms. Ramirez was enthusiastic about implementing the Danielson Framework. “This was exactly what I needed,” she explained. “The new system and the Framework provide the guide for improving practice and the conversations about practice.” She thought that it “took some time to learn to use evidence” but that, when she mastered the practice, “there was much power in the evaluation as a result.” The amount of time that the process took was a concern for Ms. Ramirez, but she thought the value of the approach “far outweighed the negatives.”

In her conferences, however, Ms. Ramirez relied heavily on the pre- and post-conference observation forms that the district provided to guide conference conversations. Teachers were asked to fill out the forms before meeting. In every conference, Ms. Ramirez read questions directly from the form, and she also read off the evidence from her evidence sheet and gave her ratings. As a result, the conferences consisted primarily of reading text aloud and were heavily principal-driven. Despite the scripted nature of the interactions, the principal had positive comments about the conferences, seeing them as an improvement on conversations they had using the checklist system. She recognized, however, that reading directly from her notes was not ideal. “I imagine I will get better at this,” Ms. Ramirez stated. “For now, reading makes the most sense.”

The teachers at McKinley felt the principal was a good leader, but they thought the scripted nature of the conversations was stifling. When asked about Ms. Ramirez’s leadership, one teacher said she could “just rave for hours” and that McKinley was “blessed to have her.” Teachers were positive about the pre-conference, stating that it opened up the dialogue and allowed them the opportunity to share concerns. They saw immense potential in the new evaluation process and the use of the Danielson tool. However, McKinley teachers voiced concerns about the principal’s scripted approach to the pre- and post-conference conversations. While teachers noted that this approach was systematic and fair, they felt it did not allow for deep coaching that could penetrate instructional practice.

In contrast, at Stoller, conversations between the principal and teachers were dynamic and productive—pushing teachers to ask questions, to dissect evidence of teaching practice and, at times, even to question principal ratings. The principal at Stoller embraced the evaluation pilot and used the trust she had garnered among staff to make the Framework a cornerstone of instructional improvement at the school. Principal Andrews described her focus as “improving instruction and putting teachers on a path of reflective development.” Teachers at Stoller trust the principal, and all teachers interviewed reported that Ms. Andrews was the strongest principal they had ever had (at this school or elsewhere). “She is strong on all fronts. Strong. Kind. Intuitive. Knows instruction and can articulate that,” one teacher explained.

Principal Andrews was highly engaged in the implementation of the teacher evaluation initiative. She took the lead in promoting the program and garnering teacher buy-in. “If you’re saying to me that you’re a lifelong learner, you’re reflective,
you want to grow in this profession...we’re going to try this tool because this is designed to help us do that.” The principal continued, “It has become a part of what we do here.” The teachers agreed that the Framework had taken hold at this school. Teachers attributed this to the principal’s commitment. It’s “part of our daily conversation,” and it’s something that is used throughout the year. “Regardless of whether or not CPS adopts it, she’s made it hers; she’ll stick with it.”

The teachers at Stoller engaged in deep discussions with the principal about practice that led to improved instruction. Stoller teachers noted that the conversations were marked by “healthy debate over ratings” and “a focus on instructional improvement.” In all of the pre-conferences, the principal asked the teachers to identify some components on which they would like feedback. The principal conducted her post-conferences in two parts. In the first part, the teacher and principal reviewed the principal’s evidence from the classroom observation. She provided teachers with a copy of her evidence as well as specific questions, and together they reviewed evidence that supported each component. Before the second part, the principal asked her teachers to review the evidence and rate themselves using the Danielson rubric. The principal and teacher then discussed their respective ratings for each of the components until they agreed on the final rating. Most teachers appreciated the honest look at their teaching practice.

Nearly all teachers felt that their practice had improved due to use of the Framework and most identified the conferencing process as a critical aspect of that change. Teachers reported improvement in planning, classroom management, using assessment during instruction, differentiated instruction, and student-focused learning.
Rethinking Teacher Evaluation
District Decisions in Designing a Teacher Evaluation System

Teacher evaluation will take different shapes in schools and districts across the country. In fact, even within Chicago, we found the level of implementation varied from one school to the next. This chapter is meant to serve as an implementation and design resource for districts and unions that are revitalizing teacher evaluation systems. This implementation chapter does not provide explicit answers to design questions. Instead, the goal is to draw attention to key design and logistical considerations and bring evidence from the Chicago pilot to bear on these issues, helping policymakers and practitioners to arrive at the best solutions for their own states and districts. Policymakers face a range of decisions that include, but go beyond, which observation tool to select. Many of these decisions have the potential to contribute to, or impede, successful implementation at scale.

**KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGNING TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEMS**

- **Formal Evaluation**: How do classroom observation ratings help inform a teacher’s final performance evaluation rating?

- **Observation Logistics**: What is a feasible observation timeline? How many formal classroom observations of teaching practice should each teacher have in a year and who conducts the evaluations? What data systems are required to document and track evaluation observation ratings and evidence?

- **Training**: What is the most effective approach for introducing the new system to principals and teachers? What training should districts provide for principals and teachers?

- **Principal Engagement**: How should districts reach out to principals in order to engage them in teacher evaluation work? What should districts do about principals who resist the initiative?

- **Feedback for the Evaluator**: How is the evaluator held accountable for conducting the evaluation, rating fairly and accurately, and documenting the evaluation process?
For each of these topics, we provide evidence from the Chicago pilot. We also list some questions for stakeholders to consider when thinking about each of these issues.

Formal Evaluation: Feedback on Teaching Practice and Final Performance Ratings
Teacher evaluation systems can serve two primary functions: 1) provide teachers with information on their strengths and weaknesses and insights on ways to improve instruction; and 2) identify low-performing teachers, provide them with targeted support, and, in the worst cases, remove from the classroom those teachers who show no improvement. The traditional evaluation system failed to do these two important things. Both principals and teachers reported that the checklist evaluation tool did not facilitate instructional coaching, leaving teachers with little guidance about how to improve their instruction. Furthermore, historically there was little variation in performance evaluation ratings awarded to teachers—93 percent received the top two ratings of excellent and superior. As such, the evaluation system did a poor job of identifying low-performing teachers. The Danielson Framework provided more information about what happens in a teacher’s classroom, both because teachers were rated in 10 different aspects of teaching and because principal ratings did not cluster at the high end of the scale.

Providing Teachers With Feedback
Classroom observations have the potential to provide a wealth of information about individual teachers. One benefit of using a rubric to evaluate teachers in multiple distinct areas of classroom practice is that principals can assess the instructional strengths and weaknesses of both individuals and groups of teachers. Principals can use this information to design and tailor professional development based on individual teacher needs and can look for school-wide trends. For example, if teachers are struggling with informal assessment, the principal may choose to identify that as a focus area for improvement. In addition, teachers receive targeted feedback on their instructional practice, and they can use that feedback to make adjustments and seek out support. In short, when used intentionally, classroom observation data can help improve instruction.

Teachers consistently receive lower ratings in the instructional aspects of teaching than in the components related to the classroom environment. Figure 7 displays the components from the Classroom Environment and Instruction domains of the Framework in order of highest rated components to lowest rated components from left to right. The order of the components is not surprising. It realistically reflects that a skill, such as Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques, is more difficult for a teacher to master than Creating an Environment of Respect and Rapport. In other words, we would expect that components in the Instruction domain are more difficult for teachers to master than those in the Classroom Environment domain.

Assigning Final Performance Evaluation Ratings
Determining the criteria for producing final evaluation ratings from classroom observation ratings is crucial for an evaluation system. With the Danielson Framework, each observation results in up to ten ratings of teaching practice. Decision makers, then, need to think about how to combine ratings from an observation tool that measures multiple components of teaching into a single performance evaluation rating. To do this, criteria need to be established using ratings on the Framework for the non-renewal, removal, or mandatory professional development for teachers and for the identification of high-performing teachers.

In this chapter, we provide historical data on teacher evaluation in Chicago. We also apply two different sets of criteria to Danielson Framework ratings of the same teachers. The comparison of these three sets of evaluation ratings illustrates the finding that the Danielson Framework did a better job of differentiating among teachers than the existing evaluation system, but it also raises questions about how to determine a teacher’s final evaluation rating.

Historical Teacher Evaluation Ratings
In the past, very few teachers in Chicago were identified as “Unsatisfactory” (0.3 percent) and even fewer were removed from the classroom for inadequate performance (see Figure 8). To contrast, many businesses expect that about 10 percent of their employees are not productive in the workplace. The result in Chicago is that the teacher evaluation system failed to
differentiate among teachers with varying skill sets. The best teachers were not rewarded or acknowledged since most teachers had the highest rating, and the lowest performing teachers were neither supported nor sanctioned.

**Criteria for Translating Danielson Framework Ratings into a Final Evaluation Rating**

We explore the results of applying two different sets of criteria for assigning final performance evaluation ratings using the Framework ratings. It should be noted that principals did not apply any of the criteria listed below. The district did not provide principals with official guidance on how to use the Danielson ratings to award a final performance evaluation rating; therefore, this is necessarily a hypothetical exercise. To conduct the performance evaluation rating analysis, we used principal ratings from the last observation conducted, assuming that teachers would improve over the course of the year. We restricted this analysis to the joint observation sample because this sample was randomly selected across the pilot schools, which means that the teachers in this sample are most likely to be representative of the teaching population across CPS elementary schools. This analysis includes principal ratings of 280 teachers.

**Danielson-recommended criteria (Version 1):** Using the 10 Framework ratings that principals assigned per teacher, we placed each teacher into one of four performance evaluation categories:

1. At least one Unsatisfactory rating (lowest rating)
2. Mix of Basic and Proficient ratings
3. Mostly Proficient ratings
4. All Proficient and Distinguished ratings (highest rating)

Figure 9 shows the distribution of teachers across these four performance categories using principal ratings from the teacher’s final observation during the school year. Principals gave 8 percent of teachers at least one Unsatisfactory rating, 34 percent of teachers a mix of Basic and Proficient ratings, 19 percent of teachers
mostly Proficient ratings, and 39 percent of teachers all Proficient and Distinguished ratings.

Another urban district’s criteria (Version 2): The second version uses another urban school district’s criteria for determining a teacher’s final evaluation rating. These categories are much more stringent than those shown in Version 1, and there are also fewer categories of teaching performance. Using principal Framework ratings, we placed the same teachers into one of three categories:

1. Unsatisfactory: any Unsatisfactory rating or more than three Basic ratings
2. Satisfactory: mostly Proficient ratings (one, two, or three Basics)
3. Excellent: all Proficient ratings with at least two Distinguished ratings

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the same sample of teachers across the three categories. Using the more stringent criteria, 33 percent of the teachers in this sample would receive the highest evaluation rating into one final evaluation rating.

Note: The figure is based on CCSR analysis of principal ratings of 280 teachers.
sample would sort into the Unsatisfactory category, 42 percent would be given a satisfactory rating, and only 25 percent would have a final rating of excellent.

Applying different criteria for final evaluation changes the distribution of teacher performance ratings. The two different versions of criteria for aggregating Framework ratings into a final evaluation rating tell two very different stories. Looking at Version 1, 39 percent of teachers would sort into the highest category. But in Version 2, only 25 percent would be in the highest category. Thus, different criteria for aggregating Framework ratings from the very same lesson will result in very different distributions of teacher evaluation ratings. Regardless of the criteria applied, both sets of criteria do a better job of differentiating among teachers than the checklist system did.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

- How will districts set the benchmarks for final performance evaluation ratings?
- Other than classroom observation, what measures of teaching practice will districts use to characterize teacher performance?
- How will districts align various components of human capital systems: teacher evaluation systems, hiring and recruiting teachers, professional development, and teacher remediation and removal?

Observation Choices and Logistics

The observation of teaching practice is at the center of teacher evaluation. District leaders face a number of decisions about classroom observations. Some principals claimed that they get a more accurate representation of teaching when they “pop in” to classrooms unannounced, so districts might want to think about the role of principal pop-in observations in formal evaluation. Another consideration is the timeline for conducting formal evaluations—how often should a teacher be formally evaluated, and are there different requirements for newer and more veteran teachers? We describe issues that emerged with conducting classroom observations, including how ratings changed when teachers were not aware that an observation was going to happen and what we learned from principals and teachers about challenges with scheduling observations.

Scheduled Versus Unscheduled Observations

As part of the pilot evaluation system in Chicago, principals scheduled observations with their teachers in advance. In part this was necessitated by the addition of a pre-conference, in which the specific lesson the principal would observe was discussed. However, conversations with principals revealed that, in the past, some principals included one or more pop-in observations as a part of the formal evaluation process. A pop-in observation is unplanned, so the teacher does not know the principal will observe. A few principals relied primarily on pop-in observations.

Principals expressed two concerns about the requirement that observations were scheduled in advance. First, scheduled visits were difficult because of the complexity of the daily lives of principals. Second, principals felt that scheduled observations did not necessarily capture the teaching that happens day in and day out. One principal stated, “Those drive-by, those pop-in visits give you a truer, more authentic sense of what’s going on in that classroom than when you announce yourself.” Many principals that we interviewed said that classrooms look different when they pop in. They worried that the types of teachers who put on the “dog and pony show” might only listen to feedback from the formal observation and brush off any feedback given after a pop-in observation. They suggested that a combination of scheduled and unscheduled observations would allow for a more representative picture of a teacher’s actual level of performance.

For observations in which both the principal and the external observer were present, teachers were informed in advance of their scheduled observation. While external observers were in schools conducting the formal observations with principals, they also visited other teachers’ classrooms unannounced. We compared the observers’ ratings in Year 2 from the formal joint observations to the informal pop-in observations to see if, as some principals said, classroom practice was rated at a lower level when teachers did not know there would be an observation.
Indeed, external observers’ ratings were lower, on average, in unscheduled than in scheduled observations for five of the ten Framework components (see Figure 11). Of the five components, four were in the Classroom Environment domain. The fact that ratings were lower in pop-in observations supports the principals’ claim that scheduled observations may not reflect a teacher’s job performance on a daily basis.

It is noteworthy that the majority of the components that were significantly lower in pop-in observations are in the Classroom Environment domain rather than the domain focused on Instruction. Ratings on almost all instructional components, however, did not vary based on whether the observations were scheduled or unscheduled. This finding suggests that the extra care that teachers put into lesson planning for a scheduled observation may result in better management, but not necessarily better instruction. The one exception is with the Engaging Students in Learning component (3C). Student engagement was one of the lowest rated components (principals and observers rated this component as Unsatisfactory or Basic in 38 percent of the joint observations as shown in Figure 7). This finding suggests that more careful lesson planning and conferencing about a lesson has the potential to result in activities and assignments that are more engaging to students.

**Observation Timeline**

Multiple observations across a year provide a teacher with the opportunity to demonstrate his/her skills, ensuring that a teacher is not punished for having a “bad day” and allowing a teacher to demonstrate improvement across a year. However, principals’ schedules are constrained; their limited time must also be considered because evaluating teachers in a meaningful way is time consuming. District leaders must make decisions about two aspects concerning the
timing of observations, balancing the desire for high quality feedback on teaching practice and principals’ time constraints. First, how many observations of teaching practice are enough to make an evaluative judgment? Second, how often should teachers receive formal evaluation ratings?

Urban principals have a lot on their plates—they’re expected to be the chief education officer and the chief operation officer in their building. While most principals describe their main role as instructional leader, they get pulled in other directions and do not spend as much time in classrooms as they would like. Finding the time to engage in the conference process—preparing, scheduling, and holding the conferences themselves—was difficult for most principals.

Principals in Chicago evaluate all teachers in the building every other year. Typically, one observation occurs in the fall and the other occurs in the spring. Given the labor-intensive nature of the evidence-based teacher evaluation process, many Chicago principals were concerned that they might not be able to manage two observations per year for their entire staff. Both principals and teachers had difficulties scheduling observations. Principals reported that observations were frequently canceled due to emergencies in the school, principals being summoned to attend last-minute meetings at the area or central office, and teacher absences. Some teachers expressed frustration at the time expended on making detailed lesson plans, meeting with the principal before the observation, and then having to reschedule the observation and do the extensive planning all over again for another lesson. Talking about difficulties with scheduling, one teacher said of his principal, “The hard part is fitting in the post-conference, even the pre-[conference], because [the principal] gets so over-occupied doing other things. So you think he’s coming at this time on this day, and then it might not happen.”

Multiply this scheduling challenge across the entire teaching staff in a school, and it is no surprise that many principals felt that observing all their teachers in one year would be nearly impossible—especially for principals with a larger staff. One principal stated, “The logistics around scheduling all the pieces of the observation feels like a daunting task, even if the payoff is worth it.”

Other districts have developed ways to alleviate time pressures. Some districts have utilized a staggered evaluation schedule. Others have expanded the pool of observers to include teacher leaders, colleagues, or external experts.

**Tracking Observation Data**

Observations that result in multiple ratings, such as the component ratings on the Danielson Framework, provide a more detailed description of instruction than what is provided using traditional evaluation tools. These detailed data can be used for a variety of purposes—to monitor ratings of individual teachers and schools, to determine professional development needs across the system, and to look for evidence of improvements in teacher quality over time. Design of a data system must not only take into account these varied purposes but also consider usability for principals and other evaluators.

Program administrators in Chicago integrated a ratings database into a website called DS2, which principals were already using to manage other personnel information. From the beginning of the pilot, the principals reported that the data entry piece of the evaluation system was overwhelming and time consuming. Most cited it as the biggest challenge of the evaluation pilot. As time passed, principals continued to struggle with issues related to time and data entry in DS2. One principal reported, “I was trained to do my observations on paper…. I have all the documentation and forms in my accountability binder, but I haven’t gotten to DS2. I understand the importance of that for tracking things and making things easier in the long run, but getting to it initially has been a challenge.”
Most of the administrators’ criticisms related to two issues. Some principals were overwhelmed by the whole process of capturing evidence in the classroom, coding that evidence, entering the evidence in DS2, and assigning the rating. Many principals preferred to hand write their observation notes during their observations; being required to type their notes to enter them into the DS2 system added another step to the data entry process.

**QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER**

- How many observations of teaching practice are required to measure performance fairly and adequately?
- What is the appropriate combination of formal/scheduled observations and informal/prompt observations?
- How often should teachers be formally evaluated? Is the evaluation schedule different for newer teachers than it is for veteran teachers?
- Given the time constraints, what can districts do to alleviate the evaluation burden of principals in order to make teacher evaluation a priority?
- What is the best way to collect observation data systematically?

**Training for Principals and Teachers**

The introduction of the Excellence in Teaching Pilot marked a significant change in teacher evaluation. Communicating and messaging around the new system is one potential way to help practitioners shift from the old evaluation system to the new evaluation system. One key arena for district staff to communicate with stakeholders was through the training sessions for principals and teachers. We describe the training—the content, the timeframe, and the structure—as well as what we learned from principals and teachers about what worked and what didn’t.

**District-Provided Training for Principals**

Principals received three different types of training, as well as optional support from district staff. The district provided one three-day summer training, four half-day professional development sessions throughout the year, and regular meetings with fellow principals to discuss the evaluation process that took the form of professional learning communities (PLCs).

Principals received extensive training, and they liked it. We estimate that principals received about fifty hours of training in their first year of implementation. Principals were generally positive about the training they received and reported that this intensive, ongoing support influenced their ability to implement the new system. According to one principal, the initial training helped provide “a fresh perspective and a new standard to look at classroom observation. While we had always taken some type of notes when we went in to do classroom observations, there was never the dialogue piece and the guided language to keep the conversation open with the teacher you’re observing and really focusing on the idea of improving instruction.”

Principals especially appreciated the professional learning communities that allowed them to work in small groups with other administrators and talk about classroom observation data from their own schools. Principals appreciated the collaborative time: “When you get to talk to colleagues and get some of their direct feedback, I think that’s always reaffirming. It tends to break down a lot of barriers that you may go into a new project with.”

However, principals noted substantial demands on their time to attend training. There was a consensus that lack of time was not unique to this pilot. One principal said, “…You’re always feeling like you’re being pulled away. I don’t think that’s a reflection on the pilot per se. I just think it’s the nature of the job and the multi-tasking that we have to do.” It should be noted that in some cases principals who were initially reluctant to spend much time in training later acknowledged that the training gave them the opportunity to collaborate with their peers.

Principals wanted more support in areas related to instructional leadership. Most of the principal training was focused on how to use the Framework. The goal was to familiarize principals with the different pieces of the Framework, how to collect evidence in a classroom observation, and how to evaluate the level of teaching in the observation. Little time was spent on the other pieces of the evaluation system. Principals reported that they needed help in these areas:
• How to have honest, reflective conversations with teachers about their practice
• How to use the Framework data to guide professional development decisions
• How to have difficult conversations with teachers who are under-performing
• How to talk to teachers about the new system and the impetus for replacing the checklist
• How to schedule observations, as well as pre- and post-conferences, with the teaching staff

Principals’ reports on the type of support they needed during training coincide with the findings presented in Chapter 4. Many principals struggled to provide the type of feedback that would help improve instruction, and principals acknowledged this weakness and asked for more support in these areas.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

• How much support do principals need?
• Who provides training and support for principals? Who are the experts in the evaluation system?
• What kinds of support do principals need? How much training should districts offer around using the observation tool to rate teaching practice? How much training should districts offer around using the observation tool to guide instructional coaching conversations?
• What will be the mechanism for answering ongoing questions and providing support for teachers?

District-Provided Training for Teachers
Training and support for teachers was more limited than that for principals. Teachers received two school-based professional development sessions that provided an overview of the Charlotte Danielson Framework, totaling about three hours of support.

Teacher understanding of the evaluation system was limited. Compared with principals, teachers received less training and less direct information about the new initiative. Teachers participating in the pilot schools received training on the Danielson Framework at the beginning of the year during in-service days. Perhaps because the initial sessions were scheduled at such a busy time of the year right before the beginning of school, these half-day training sessions did not facilitate teacher buy-in. Many teachers said they did not remember the training; those who did, tended to find it only moderately useful. One teacher said, “I was thinking about setting up my room, not this. By the time I was observed, it seemed like a million years since the overview.”

Most principals noted that their teachers have a very poor understanding of the Framework and that their teachers could benefit from more extensive training. When we talked to teachers in the first year of the pilot, many of them (65 percent) were positive about the training; however nearly a quarter (23 percent) did not remember the training at all. This problem worsened in the second year of the pilot—in almost all case study schools, teachers struggled to talk about the training in any detailed way (if they even remembered the training).

Ultimately teachers reported feeling removed from communication and training. As a result, their access to the initiative, the depth of their understanding of the Framework, and their buy-in and engagement depended on the translation of the principal. One teacher described her confusion about the purpose of the pilot and her desire for more information: “I need to find more in-depth information about the Danielson [Framework] because it wasn’t clear. I didn’t even know we were gonna do that. I didn’t know it was part of the observation.”

Lack of teacher knowledge can create mistrust between teachers and the principal and be a barrier to implementation. The district message to teachers around the pilot system was that the Framework would be used for professional development and feedback, while the checklist would still be the source of their final evaluation rating. However, many teachers said they did not understand how they would be evaluated, which was a shortcoming in the implementation process.

Due to lack of information, some teachers even thought they were being targeted. One teacher said, “I thought I was chosen because I was a bad teacher. I thought the observer was from [central office],
Rethinking Teacher Evaluation

For teachers, evaluations are personal and can be very stressful. Confusion about the purpose of the pilot system caused unnecessary mistrust in some schools, which made the pilot more difficult to implement. One principal described a strong atmosphere of suspicion in her school, especially among weaker teachers. About these teachers, she said, “Many times your [struggling] teachers are very, very union savvy. They’re almost like lawyers when it comes to that union book, so if you do not dot every ‘i’ and cross every ‘t,’ then you can have a grievance.” While the district hoped this program would help teachers improve, teachers in some schools were confused about the purpose and assumed the worst.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

- How will the district communicate with all teachers? Should all communication with teachers flow through the principal? How can the district and union work together to reach out to teachers?
- What is the message that teachers should receive about the goals of teacher evaluation?
- What will be the mechanism for answering ongoing questions and providing support for teachers?

Engaging Principals in Teacher Evaluation

In many ways, principals are the gatekeepers of the teacher evaluation system. As the system was implemented in Chicago, principals were the main source of information and messaging for teachers, and in this way they had the potential to shape teacher attitudes and potentially garner teacher buy-in. As has historically been the case in Chicago, principals were also the main evaluators of teacher practice. They made the final call on a teacher’s evaluation rating and whether or not a non-tenured teacher should return to the school the next year. Principals were also the instructional leaders in their buildings. They held conferences with teachers about instructional practice, defined instructional priorities for the school, and organized professional development for staff. Because principals control all these aspects of teacher evaluation, the engagement and buy-in of principals is critical to successful implementation of any reform or initiative.

Based on 39 interviews, we were able to characterize principal engagement, ranging from those who were highly engaged in the work to those who were skeptical and even resisted the pilot initiative:

- **High Engagement (57 percent):** These principals were highly engaged in all aspects of the evaluation process, including training, conferencing, and observing teachers. A small subgroup of these principals was identified as having made a paradigm shift in their conception of teacher evaluation, acknowledging that they had been subjective in their past evaluations.

- **Mixed Emotions (28 percent):** These principals were positive about some aspects of the evaluation system, but they were critical of other aspects. Most of these principals were overwhelmed by multiple district and area initiatives and saw this program as “just another thing to do.”

- **Resistant (15 percent):** These principals were mostly negative about the evaluation system. Many principals in this group felt they were already adequately evaluating their teachers and that the new system did not add anything new.

Most principals were highly engaged with the new system. These high-engagement principals had positive attitudes about the Danielson Framework and the conferencing process, and they also reported high teacher buy-in at their schools. Further, these principals attributed improvements and changes in instructional practice to use of the evaluation system. These changes occurred in the ways that teachers grouped students, assessed student learning, and planned lessons.

A small group (six principals or 27 percent of the high-engagement principals) made a “paradigm shift” as a result of their participation in the pilot. These principals talked about how their past evaluations had been subjective or how they had misidentified teacher strengths or weaknesses when they did not have an observation rubric. The Danielson Framework, as well as the pre- and post-conference conversations, led them to see evaluation and their teachers’ performance differently.
Principals with mixed emotions about the pilot system tended to be negative—less about the pilot itself but about how the district initiatives piled up. They saw the pilot as an additional initiative, layered on top of countless existing programs that were already in their schools, leaving little time for the labor-intensive evaluation approach. Despite being overwhelmed, these principals still noted changes in teacher practice due to participation in the evaluation system. Whereas the high-engagement principals noted changes in instruction, the mixed-emotions principals saw benefits in increased compliance and planning. Principals were enthusiastic that the new system brought teachers better prepared to conferences and that teachers followed the lesson plans they submitted—these principals felt the new evaluation system created a greater sense of accountability for teachers in terms of lesson planning and following through on suggestions discussed during conferences.

Resistant principals were mostly negative about the Framework and conferences, stating that they were already doing a good job with teacher evaluation or that they “just knew” teachers’ abilities. These principals perceived that the evaluation system had no impact on instructional practice and described their teachers’ buy-in as low to medium. They also placed teacher evaluation at the low end of priorities compared with their other responsibilities.

Holding Evaluators Accountable

Districts need to think about accountability—how to hold evaluators accountable for rating fairly and accurately. In Chicago, we found that most principals were rating teaching practice reliably, and both teachers and principals said the pilot process was less subjective than the checklist system. These findings raise questions about the best way to hold evaluators accountable for rating practice accurately and using classroom observation evidence in evaluation. We provide some ways in which principals in Chicago were held accountable, as well as sources of feedback that they received.

Sources of Accountability and Feedback

In Chicago, one unintended source of accountability was the joint observation with the external observer. District staff worked with principals to schedule the joint observations, and principals cited this as an extra layer of accountability—one that they appreciated. Some principals said the joint observations kept them on track with scheduling and conducting classroom observations in their school. This is also further evidence that some principals need additional support with maintaining an observation schedule, as mentioned previously.

Another source of accountability came from the study. After conducting the observation, principals had to enter ratings into an electronic database integrated in a district website. Study researchers monitored the ratings entered by principals weekly. If a principal did not enter ratings data within a week of an observation, study researchers would inform district pilot administrators who would then individually contact principals via email reminding them to enter their ratings data. Most principals complied after one or two reminders.

Principals also received feedback about their ratings from the research team and the district, which incentivized them to complete their scheduled observations and enter ratings. In Year 1 of the pilot (2008–09), if principals completed and entered ratings and evidence for four of their scheduled observations, researchers provided a ratings report detailing their ratings in comparison with observer ratings. In Year 2 of the pilot (2009–10), the district also provided reports to principals about how their ratings compared to observer ratings.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

- How will districts engage principals around teacher evaluation, given that principals are often the gatekeepers of this work?
- What should districts do about principals who are very resistant to the work? How will districts identify these principals?
- What efforts will districts make to help principals shift from weak teacher evaluation practices to more rigorous ways of looking at teaching practice?
In Year 2, all pilot school administrators received a mid-year fidelity of implementation report from the district detailing the following:

- Administrator participation in pilot training
- The percent of observations completed
- A severity index telling principals and assistant principals whether they were considered too lenient, lenient, within range, severe, or too severe in comparison with external observer ratings

Principals were positive about the feedback they received on their ratings. They stated that they wanted more feedback and wished they could compare their ratings to external observer’s ratings right away, suggesting that using a feedback mechanism might serve as a good a source of accountability for other districts. This might include hiring external observers to conduct observations with principals at time points throughout the year or analyzing ratings to identify principals with extremes in their ratings for support and training.

**QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER**

- What feedback will principals, or other evaluators, receive about their ratings, especially when they are first implementing a new teacher evaluation system?
- How will districts monitor teacher ratings to ensure that principals are rating teachers accurately over time?
- Will there be a certification process for principals and other evaluators?
Conclusion

Our study of the Excellence in Teaching Pilot in Chicago reveals some positive outcomes: the observation tool was demonstrated to be reliable and valid. Principals and teachers reported they had more meaningful conversations about instruction. The majority of principals in the pilot were engaged and positive about their participation. At the same time, our study identifies areas of concern: principals were more likely to use the Distinguished rating. Our interviews with principals confirm that principals intentionally boost their ratings to the highest category to preserve relationships. And, while principals and teachers reported having better conversations than they had in the past, there are indications that both principals and teachers still have much to learn about how to translate a rating on an instructional rubric into deep conversation that drives improvement in the classroom. Future work in teacher evaluation must attend to these critical areas of success, as well as these areas of concern, in order to build effective teacher evaluation systems.

Though practitioners and policymakers rightly spend a good deal of time comparing the effectiveness of one rubric over another, a fair and meaningful evaluation hinges on far more than the merits of a particular tool. An observation rubric is simply a tool, one which can be used effectively or ineffectively. Reliability and validity are functions of the users of the tool, as well as of the tool itself. The quality of implementation depends on principal and observer buy-in and capacity, as well as the depth and quality of training and support they receive.

Similarly, an observation tool cannot promote instructional improvement in isolation. A rigorous instructional rubric plays a critical role in defining effective instruction and creating a shared language for teachers and principals to talk about instruction, but it is the conversations themselves that act as the true lever for instructional improvement and teacher development. Our analysis
suggests that principals and teachers need training and support to learn how to have meaningful conversations about improving instructional practice.

At the same time, successfully implementing these new systems requires a shift in the way principals and teachers think about teacher evaluation. Evidence-based evaluation requires principals to devote a significant amount of time and energy to conducting, analyzing, and discussing observations of instructional practice. The success is dependent upon principals valuing this practice enough to devote such time and energy. For some principals, it will require a shift away from the idea that they “just know” good practice when they see it, to seeing teacher evaluation as a process of collecting information to deeply diagnose teachers’ strengths and weaknesses to improve instruction.

The shift to evidence-based teacher evaluation similarly requires teachers to conceptualize their instructional practice as constantly evolving, open to scrutiny, and in need of tweaking and improvement. It challenges norms in the teaching profession of the privatized practice that is so common in schools.23

In short, building a successful evidence-based teacher evaluation system requires an intentional, long-term commitment. It begins with the selection of a strong instructional rubric to promote shared language and values about instructional improvement. It is situated within a well-conceived, carefully articulated system that details the number of observations, who will conduct observations, the timing and structure of conferences, and the stakes of the system. Most importantly, a successful evidence-based teacher evaluation system must ensure that these tools, ratings, and systems are supported by professional development that help principals and teachers to re-conceptualize teacher evaluation as a process intended to promote and support teacher development and as a vehicle to improve instructional practice.
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### Domain 2: The Classroom Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
<th>Basic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2A: Creating An Environment of Respect and Rapport</strong></td>
<td>Classroom interactions, both between the teacher and students and among students, are negative, inappropriate, or insensitive to students’ cultural backgrounds, and characterized by sarcasm, put-downs, or conflict.</td>
<td>Classroom interactions, both between the teacher and students and among students, are generally appropriate and free from conflict but may be characterized by occasional displays of insensitivity or lack of responsiveness to cultural or developmental differences among students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2B: Establishing a Culture for Learning</strong></td>
<td>The classroom environment conveys a negative culture for learning, characterized by low teacher commitment to the subject, low expectations for student achievement, little respect for or knowledge of students’ diverse cultures and little or no student pride in work.</td>
<td>Teacher’s attempt to create a culture for learning are partially successful, with little teacher commitment to the subject, modest expectations for student achievement, some respect for or knowledge of students’ diverse cultures and little student pride in work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2C: Managing Classroom Procedures</strong></td>
<td>Much instructional time is lost due to inefficient classroom routines and procedures, for transitions, handling of supplies, and performance of non-instructional duties.</td>
<td>Some instructional time is lost due to only partially effective classroom routines and procedures, for transitions, handling of supplies, and performance of non-instructional duties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2D: Managing Student Behavior</strong></td>
<td>There is no evidence that standards of conduct have been established, and little or no teacher monitoring of student behavior. Response to student misbehavior is repressive, or disrespectful of student dignity.</td>
<td>The teacher has made an effort to establish standards of conduct for students. Teacher tries, with uneven results, to monitor student behavior and respond to student misbehavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2E: Organizing Physical Space</strong></td>
<td>Teacher makes poor use of the physical environment, resulting in unsafe or inaccessible conditions for some students or a significant mismatch between the physical arrangement and the lesson activities.</td>
<td>Teacher’s classroom is safe, and essential learning is accessible to most students, but the physical arrangement only partially supports the learning activities. Teacher’s use of physical resources, including computer technology, is moderately effective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Domain 2: The Classroom Environment

### Physical Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Distinguished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom interactions, between teacher and students and among students, are polite and respectful, reflecting general warmth and caring, and are appropriate to the cultural and developmental differences among groups of students.</td>
<td>Classroom interactions among the teacher and individual students are highly respectful, reflecting genuine warmth and caring and sensitivity to students’ cultures and levels of development. Students themselves ensure high levels of civility among members of the class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The classroom culture is characterized by high expectations for most students, genuine commitment to the subject by both teacher and students, respect for and knowledge of students’ diverse cultures, with students demonstrating pride in their work.</td>
<td>High levels of student engagement and teacher passion for the subject create a culture for learning in which everyone shares a belief in the importance of the subject, and all students hold themselves to high standards of performance, for example by initiating improvements to their work. Teacher and students demonstrate high levels of respect for and knowledge of diverse student cultures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little instructional time is lost due to classroom routines and procedures, for transitions, handling of supplies, and performance of non-instructional duties, which occur smoothly.</td>
<td>Students contribute to the seamless operation of classroom routines and procedures, for transitions, handling of supplies, and performance of non-instructional duties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards of conduct are clear to students, and the teacher monitors student behavior against those standards. Teacher response to student misbehavior is appropriate and respects the students’ dignity.</td>
<td>Standards of conduct are clear, with evidence of student participation in setting them. Teacher’s monitoring of student behavior is subtle and preventive, and teacher’s response to student misbehavior is sensitive to individual student needs. Students take an active role in monitoring the standards of behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s classroom is safe, and learning is accessible to all students; teacher ensures that the physical arrangement supports the learning activities, (when applicable) Teacher makes effective use of physical resources, including computer technology.</td>
<td>The classroom is safe, and the physical environment ensures the learning of all students, including those with special needs. Students contribute to the use or adaptation of the physical environment to advance learning. Technology is used skillfully, as appropriate to the lesson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Domain 3: Instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
<th>Basic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3A: Communicating With Students</strong></td>
<td>Expectations for learning, directions and procedures, and explanations of content are unclear or confusing to students. Teacher’s use of language contains errors or is inappropriate to students’ diverse cultures or levels of development.</td>
<td>Expectations for learning, directions and procedures, and explanations of content are clarified after initial confusion; teacher’s use of language is correct but may not be completely appropriate to students’ diverse cultures or levels of development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3B: Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques</strong></td>
<td>Teacher’s questions are low-level or inappropriate, eliciting limited student participation, and recitation rather than discussion.</td>
<td>Some of the teacher’s questions elicit a thoughtful response, but most are low-level, posed in rapid succession. Teachers’ attempts to engage all students in the discussion are only partially successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3C: Engaging Students in Learning</strong></td>
<td>Activities and assignments, materials, and groupings of students are inappropriate to the instructional outcomes, or levels of understanding, resulting in little intellectual engagement. The lesson has no structure or is poorly paced. Activities, assignments, and materials are not appropriate for diverse cultures.</td>
<td>Activities and assignments, materials, and groupings of students are partially appropriate to the instructional outcomes, or levels of understanding, resulting in moderate intellectual engagement. The lesson has a recognizable structure but is not fully maintained. Activities, assignments, and materials are partially appropriate for diverse cultures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3D: Using Assessment in Instruction</strong></td>
<td>Assessment is not used in instruction, either through students’ awareness of the assessment criteria, monitoring of progress by teacher or students, or through feedback to students.</td>
<td>Assessment is occasionally used in instruction, through some monitoring of progress of learning by teacher and/or students. Feedback to students is uneven, and students are aware of only some of the assessment criteria used to evaluate their work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3E: Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness</strong></td>
<td>Teacher adheres to the instruction plan in spite of evidence of poor student understanding or of students’ lack of interest, and fails to respond to student questions; teacher assumes no responsibility for students’ failure to understand.</td>
<td>Teacher demonstrates moderate flexibility and responsiveness to student questions, needs and interests during a lesson, and seeks to ensure the success of all students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficient</td>
<td>Distinguished</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations for learning, directions and procedures, and explanations of content are clear to students. Communications are appropriate to students’ diverse cultures and levels of development.</td>
<td>Expectations for learning, directions and procedures, and explanations of content are clear to students. Teacher’s oral and written communication is clear and expressive, appropriate to students’ diverse cultures and levels of development, and anticipates possible student misconceptions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the teacher’s questions elicit a thoughtful response, and the teacher allows sufficient time for students to answer. All students participate in the discussion, with the teacher stepping aside when appropriate.</td>
<td>Questions reflect high expectations and are culturally and developmentally appropriate. Students formulate many of the high-level questions and ensure that all voices are heard.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities and assignments, materials, and groupings of students are fully appropriate to the instructional outcomes, and students’ cultures and levels of understanding. All students are engaged in work of a high level of rigor. The lesson’s structure is coherent, with appropriate pace. Activities, assignments, and materials are fully appropriate for diverse cultures.</td>
<td>Students are highly intellectually engaged throughout the lesson in higher order learning, and make material contributions to the activities, student groupings, and materials. The lesson is adapted as needed to the needs of individuals, and the structure and pacing allow for student reflection and closure. Students assist in ensuring that activities, assignments and materials are fully appropriate for diverse cultures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is regularly used in instruction, through self-assessment by students, monitoring of progress of learning by teacher and/or students, and through high quality feedback to students. Students are fully aware of the assessment criteria used to evaluate their work.</td>
<td>Multiple assessments are used in instruction, through student involvement in establishing the assessment criteria, self-assessment by students and monitoring of progress by both students and teachers, and high quality feedback to students from a variety of sources.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher ensures the successful learning of all students, making adjustments as needed to instruction plans and responding to student questions, needs and interests.</td>
<td>Teacher is highly responsive to individual students’ needs, interests and questions, making even major lesson adjustments as necessary to meet instructional goals, and persists in ensuring the success of all students.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B:
Chicago Public Schools Evaluation Checklist

CLASSROOM TEACHER VISITATION

This form is required. It should be used in conjunction with the “Post-Observation Framework Feedback Form” (Form 5B).

Teacher’s Name: ___________________________________________  Room ___________________  Date ___________________

__________________________  ____________  ____________  School  ____________  Subject/Grade ____________

(Place a ✓ or brief comment in the appropriate column.)

I. Instruction
   a) Provides written lesson plans and preparation in accordance with the objectives of the instructional program.
   b) Establishes positive learning expectation standards for all students.
   c) Periodically evaluates pupils’ progress and keeps up-to-date records of pupils’ achievements.
   d) Applies contemporary principles of learning theory and teaching methodology.
   e) Draws from the range of instruction materials available in the school.
   f) Exhibits willingness to participate in the development and implementation of new ideas and teaching techniques.
   g) Provides bulletin board and interest areas reflective of current student work.
   h) Exhibits and applies knowledge of the curriculum content related to subject area and instructional level.
   i) Shows evidence of student performance and progress.

II. School Environment
   a) Establishes and maintains reasonable rules of conduct within the classroom consistent with the provisions of the Student Code of Conduct.
   b) Maintains attendance books, lesson plan, seating chart(s), and grade book accurately.
   c) Uses recommendations and suggestions from conference and special education staffings.
   d) Encourages student growth in self discipline and positive self-concept.
   e) Makes students aware of the teacher’s objectives and expectations.
   f) Practices fairness in teacher-pupil relationships.
   g) Exhibits an understanding and respect for students as individuals.

III. Professional and Personal Standards
   a) Presents an appearance that does not adversely affect the students’ ability to learn.
   b) Demonstrates proper diction and grammatical usage when addressing students.
   c) Uses sound and professional judgment.

IV. Local School Unit Criteria
   a) CPS Framework for Teaching and related process
   b) _______________________________________________________________________
   c) _______________________________________________________________________

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Appendix C:  
Danielson Framework Training for Pilot Principals and Teachers

Tables A1 and A2 provide information about the content and timeframe of the principal and teacher training in the first year of pilot implementation.

**TABLE A1**
Principal Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Training</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>What</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer Institute</td>
<td>Three days in the summer prior to</td>
<td>Initial overview of the pilot system and the Danielson Framework. Principals attended with implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>implementation</td>
<td>Day 1: Framework Domain 2 (Classroom Environment) and the levels of performance (Unsatisfactory, Basic, Proficient, Distinguished). Principals watched a video of a lesson and rated it in Domain 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day 2: Framework Domain 3 (Instruction), as well as Domains 1 (Planning and Preparation) and 4 (Professional Responsibilities). The afternoon was devoted to cognitive coaching strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day 3: Logistics of implementation, including observation and conference requirements, guidelines for gathering evidence and entering data, how the pilot aligns with district goals, and information about the CCSR study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Day Refreshers</td>
<td>Four times throughout the school year</td>
<td>Session 1 (October): Strategies for time management in response to principal concerns about observation scheduling and documentation. Principals also watched a video of a lesson, wrote down evidence, and assigned Danielson levels of performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session 2 (November): Charlotte Danielson spoke at this session. She provided a lot of specific guidance in response to principal concerns. CCSR also shared early results from the classroom observation data, looking at principal ratings and observer ratings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session 3 (February): This session was the last session before principals gave non-tenured teachers final evaluation ratings for the year, so trainers offered guidance in this area. Each principal received a detailed report from CCSR showing how their ratings compared to the observer ratings, and half of the session was devoted to analyzing these reports. Principals also watched a video of a lesson, wrote down evidence, and assigned Danielson levels of performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session 4 (March): A wrap-up session in which principals brainstormed effective ways to improve teaching practice by planning school-level professional development on components that were tough for teachers to master. They reviewed gathering evidence for Domains 1 and 4. Principals revised interview questions for new hires based on the Framework expectations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Learning</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Principals attended these meetings with other principals clustered in the same geographical area. The content of these sessions was driven by the principals’ needs. Principals brought samples of classroom observation notes, conference forms, and completed Frameworks to discuss with other principals. Administrators also shared shortcuts and tips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-on-One Technical</td>
<td>By request</td>
<td>Principals received one-on-one support from a highly trained observer. The principal and the observer co-observe a lesson, and the observer provides support in using the Framework to document that lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## TABLE A2
Teacher Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Training</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>What</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| School-Based In-Service Sessions | Two 1.5-hour sessions in the fall | **Session 1** *(August before school started)*: The principal introduced the session to all teaching staff, while district staff conducted the rest of the in-service. Initial overview of the Danielson Framework and the levels of performance.  
**Session 2** *(October/November)*: District staff led the session, which went deeper into Domain 3 *(Instruction)*. Teachers also watched a video lesson, collected evidence, and rated the lesson. |
Appendix D: Quantitative Data and Statistical Models

Classroom Observation Data
The study benefits from a two-level stratified selection plan. At the first level, schools were randomly selected for participation in the Excellence in Teaching Pilot in the 2008–09 school year (N=43 schools). In the second year, 2009–10, the pilot schools included the initial treatment schools and an additional 58 schools (N=101 schools). At the school level, teachers were randomly selected from teachers in the pilot school who were eligible for formal evaluation. In 2008–09, the only eligible teachers were non-tenured teachers (typically in their first three years in the district) and tenured teachers with a low 2007–08 performance evaluation rating. In 2009–10, all teachers were eligible for evaluation.

The data consist of two types of observations: joint and solo. The reliability analysis hinges on a unique study design. To understand if principals were rating practice reliably, principals and external observers saw the same lesson at the same time but rated that lesson independently. We call these observations joint observations. When a principal or an external observer observed a classroom without the other present, we call these solo observations. We used ratings from principal solo observations to conduct the validity analysis. We used ratings from external observer solo observations to compare ratings in scheduled and unscheduled observations.

Models for the Reliability Analysis
We conducted two types of reliability analyses. First, we used hierarchical modeling to understand inter-rater reliability shown in Figure 3 and Table 4. Second, we used the many-faceted Rasch measurement analysis to understand differences in principal severity as shown in Figures 4-6. Here we provide more technical information on the reliability analysis.

Hierarchical Modeling
For our inter-rater reliability analyses, we used two-level hierarchical logit models, with information about the rating at Level 1 and information about the teacher, principal, and lesson at Level 2. All three of our models used binary outcomes based on the classroom observation rating, isolating different parts of the rating scale.

• Low End of the Scale: The model compares the likelihood of getting an Unsatisfactory rating to getting a Basic/Proficient/Distinguished rating. This model focuses on differences between principal and observer ratings at the low end of the ratings scale. The outcome equaled 1 if the rating was Basic/Proficient/Distinguished.

• Middle of the Scale: The model compares the likelihood of getting a Proficient/Distinguished rating to getting an Unsatisfactory/Basic rating. This model focuses on differences between principal and observer ratings in the middle of the ratings scale, which is where most of the ratings are. The outcome equaled 1 if the rating was Proficient or Distinguished.

• High End of the Scale: The model compares the likelihood of getting an Unsatisfactory/Basic/Proficient rating to getting a Distinguished rating. This model focuses on differences between principal and observer ratings at the high end of the ratings scale. The outcome variable equaled 1 if the rating was Distinguished.

Table A3
Breakdown of joint and solo observations by year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation Type</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2,930 (principal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>404 (external observer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix D
The purpose of using these three models was to investigate the possibility that principals and observers were using the Framework ratings inconsistently. We do this in two ways: a) to check for main rater effects, and b) to check for component-level rater effects. In all models, ratings are nested within observations, allowing for the direct comparison of principal and observer ratings of the same lesson.

Differences in principals and observers at different parts of the rating scale. By main rater effect, we simply mean were principals rating in a different way than observers. In each of the models, there was an indicator variable that equaled 1 if the rater was a principal and equaled zero if the rater was an observer. If the coefficient associated with the rater variable is significantly different than zero, that means that knowing that the rater is a principal tell us something about what the teacher’s rating will be. That is, without knowing anything else about the quality of the lesson, we can already predict the teacher’s rating. In other words, principals and observers are consistently rating practice in different, predictable ways. The equation used to determine if there was an overall, or main, rater effect was the following:

**Level 1 Model**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rating}_{ij} = & \beta_{1j} \text{(Component 2a)} + \beta_{2j} \text{(Component 2b)} \\
& + \beta_{3j} \text{(Component 2c)} + \beta_{4j} \text{(Component 2d)} \\
& + \beta_{5j} \text{(Component 2e)} + \beta_{6j} \text{(Component 3a)} \\
& + \beta_{7j} \text{(Component 3b)} + \beta_{8j} \text{(Component 3c)} \\
& + \beta_{9j} \text{(Component 3d)} + \beta_{10j} \text{(Component 3e)} + \beta_{11j} \\
& \text{(Observation Round 1)} + \beta_{12j} \text{(Administrator)} + \varepsilon_{ij}
\end{align*}
\]

**Level 2 Model**

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_{pk} = & \gamma_{p0} \text{ for } p=1 \text{ to } 11 \\
\beta_{12} = & \gamma_{120} + \gamma_{12k} \text{(vector of teacher characteristics)}
\end{align*}
\]

The vector of teacher characteristics at Level 2—for both the main effects and the component-level effects—could include prior evaluation rating, tenure status, subject area, and grade level.

The odds ratios shown in Table A4 are presented in Chapter 3 in Figure 3 and support the findings on inter-rater reliability. Overall, principals and external observers used the low and middle parts of the scale consistently, as indicated by odds ratios not being significantly different from one. When it comes to high-level practice, principals are more likely to call it Distinguished when external observers call it Proficient, as indicated by the odds ratio being significantly above one (odds ratio = 6.18).

**TABLE A4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Low End of the Scale</th>
<th>Middle of the Scale</th>
<th>High End of the Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.13***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.98***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.87***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K–2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.38***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.46***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.40***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.71*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Asterisks indicate a significant effect: *** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.10. For brevity’s sake, Level 2 covariates are only shown if the effect was significant. The excluded group for each group of variables is prior evaluation: Satisfactory; subject area: ELA; grade level: 6–8; and tenure status: non-tenured.
Differences between principals and observers component-by-component. As with the overall main rater effects described above, we can look at each of the ten components of the Framework to see if there are certain components where principals and observers rate teaching practice differently. For example, across the board principals and observers can generally agree about low-level practice (as shown in Table A4 above), but there may be some components where there are differences (as shown in Table A5). Districts can use this information to provide principals with more support in rating teaching practice in specific areas. The equation used to determine if there were component-level rater effects was the following:

**Level 1 Model**

\[ \text{Rating}_{ij} = \beta_{1j} (\text{Component 2a}) + \beta_{2j} (\text{Component 2b}) + \beta_{3j} (\text{Component 2c}) + \beta_{4j} (\text{Component 2d}) + \beta_{5j} (\text{Component 2e}) + \beta_{6j} (\text{Component 3a}) + \beta_{7j} (\text{Component 3b}) + \beta_{8j} (\text{Component 3c}) + \beta_{9j} (\text{Component 3d}) + \beta_{10j} (\text{Component 3e}) + \beta_{11j} (\text{Observation Round 1}) + \beta_{12j} (\text{Component 2a* administrator}) + \beta_{13j} (\text{Component 2b* administrator}) + \beta_{14j} (\text{Component 2c* administrator}) + \beta_{15j} (\text{Component 2d* administrator}) + \beta_{16j} (\text{Component 2e* administrator}) + \beta_{17j} (\text{Component 3a* administrator}) + \beta_{18j} (\text{Component 3b* administrator}) + \beta_{19j} (\text{Component 3c* administrator}) + \beta_{20j} (\text{Component 3d* administrator}) + \beta_{21j} (\text{Component 3e* administrator}) + \epsilon_{ij} \]

**Level 2 Model**

\[ \beta_{pk} = \gamma_{p0}, \text{ for } p=1 \text{ to } 11 \]

\[ \beta_{pqk} = \gamma_{q0} + \gamma_{qk} (\text{vector of teacher characteristics}), \text{ for } q=12 \text{ to } 20 \]

### TABLE A5

**Odds ratios from component rater effects logit models (N=9,920 ratings from 496 observations)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Low End of the Scale</th>
<th>Middle of the Scale</th>
<th>High End of the Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1 Only</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a*Administrator</td>
<td>4.38**</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>5.55***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b*Administrator</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c*Administrator</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>5.70***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d*Administrator</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.47***</td>
<td>20.19***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Grades</td>
<td>0.63***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e*Administrator</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.39***</td>
<td>0.52 (L1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.79***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Evaluation</td>
<td>3.67***</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.66**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort 1</td>
<td>0.46**</td>
<td>1.03***</td>
<td>1.13***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Grades</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>6.70***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c*Administrator</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.48***</td>
<td>1.00 (L1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.33***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.17***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Grades</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d*Administrator</td>
<td>0.20***</td>
<td>0.74**</td>
<td>0.55 (L1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.93***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3e*Administrator</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>3.66***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Asterisks indicate a significant effect: *** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.10. Level 2 covariates are only shown if the effect was significant and if the Level 2 covariates explained the variation in Level 1. The excluded group for each group of variables is prior evaluation: Satisfactory; grade level: primary grades; and tenure status: non-tenured.
The Level 1 intercept is suppressed in all models. Doing this allows us to compare the component coefficients and component-rater interaction coefficients absolutely, rather than to an arbitrary excluded component. In all models, the component variables are uncentered, while the other variables are grand mean centered.

As discussed in the main text, when there are significant differences in the way that principals and external observers rate teaching practice (using the middle of the scale), many of these differences can be explained by the teachers’ prior evaluation rating. For example, looking at the middle of the rating scale, principals sometimes rated teaching practice as Basic when observers rated it as Proficient. You can see this by looking at the table for the interaction between Component 3D and the administrator (coefficient = -.30 and is significantly below zero). However, when we control for teacher characteristics at Level 2, the effect is no longer significant.

It is worth noting that the size of the component-level rater effects at the low end and middle of the scale are much smaller than at the high end of the scale, supporting our emphasis on principal-observer discrepancies in ratings at the high end of the scale. Also compared to other characteristics, the effect of the teacher’s prior evaluation rating is quite large, which suggests that the way principals rated teachers in the past is strongly related to how they rated teaching practice using the Danielson Framework and explains much of the difference between principal and observer ratings.

Many-Facet Rasch Measurement (MFRM) Analysis
A major component of this study is to determine if the Danielson Framework can be used reliably. Rather than using a simple Rasch model, which would not take into account the fact that there are many different raters or judges, we applied the MFRM method. MRFM extends the Rasch model to include additional facets. The MFRM analysis allowed us to investigate influences on teacher ratings in and among eight facets: teacher, component, rater (includes the three observers and each individual principal), rater type (observer or principal), cohort, observation year, subject area, and grade level. The model calculates the probability that a teacher will get a particular rating taking into consideration these categories, or facets, including rater severity. The model also provides us with a measure of rater severity for each of the individual observers and principals.

The data used in this analysis are 12,965 ratings from observations of 321 teachers in the joint observation sample across the two years of the pilot. The individual teacher measures of teaching ability generated in this analysis combine all Framework component ratings—from the observer and the principal across two years—for an individual teacher. The individual teacher measures are highly reliable (reliability=.93, separation=3.60). Teacher measures were created by aggregating the principal and observer Framework ratings for an individual teacher, which means that on average we had about forty ratings of these teachers. Separation indicates the ratio of signal to noise, which means that the instrument has almost four times as much signal as noise. In other words, the Framework ratings combine to produce reliable measures of overall teacher ability.

Another important findings is that it makes sense to treat each of the Framework components as distinct aspects of teaching (reliability=.98, separation=7.11). In this case, reliability is a measure of how well we can separate each of the components from each other, and the reliability of the Framework components is high (i.e., close to 1).
Models for the Validity Analysis

In Chicago, all teachers in grades 4–8 English language arts and/or mathematics all have value-added indicators. The Value Added Research Center at the University of Wisconsin developed classroom-, teacher-, and school-level value-added measures for CPS. These are the measures that we use in our analysis. These measures are based on student growth on the state test in Illinois (the ISAT). The models make adjustments for daily attendance, as well as student mobility. They also control for student demographics and prior achievement. The measures are standardized in order to make comparisons across grade levels. This means that a teacher whose students show average growth has a measure of zero. A teacher whose students show above average growth (1 standard deviation about average) has a measure of 1. A teacher whose students show below average growth (1 standard deviation below average) has a measure of -1. The measures for teachers in this sample run between -3.29 and 4.39 for reading and between -3.93 and 5.31 for math, though the measures cluster around zero.

Figure A6 shows the distribution of value-added measures for teachers in the pilot. Across the district, value-added measures are fairly normally distributed, which is represented by the purple line in the graphs. The bars denote the number of teachers with a particular value-added measure who are in the analytic sample. We used a simple model to determine the relationship between the CPS value-added measures and the classroom observation ratings. This model was applied for each of the ten Framework components for both reading and math (a total of 20 models). We regressed the teacher’s rating on each component (the intercept is suppressed, and there are dummy variables for each of the four possible ratings) on the teacher’s value-added measure.

Validity Model

\[ \text{Value-added measure}_{ij} = \beta_{1j} (\text{Unsatisfactory}) + \beta_{2j} (\text{Basic}) + \beta_{3j} (\text{Proficient}) + \beta_{4j} (\text{Distinguished}) + \epsilon_{ij} \]

After running the regressions, we tested to see if the ratings explained a significant portion of the variation in the value-added measures (an omnibus F-test). We also tested to see if each of the coefficients in the model were different from each other. The coefficients are shown in Table A7.

**FIGURE A6**

Pilot teachers cluster near the middle of the value-added distribution

![Graph showing distribution of value-added measures for teachers in the pilot](chart.png)
### TABLE A7

There is a significant relationship between observation ratings and value-added measures

**Reading**
(N=795 observations of 417 teachers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Component</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Distinguished</th>
<th>Omnibus F-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>-0.162</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>5.33***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>-0.470</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>6.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>-0.212</td>
<td>-0.083</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>4.67***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>2.94**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e</td>
<td>-0.353</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>4.99***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>-0.376</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>4.13***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>-0.352</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>2.40*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>-0.111</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>3.75**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d</td>
<td>-0.338</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>5.39***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3e</td>
<td>-0.397</td>
<td>-0.087</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>6.87***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mathematics**
(N=653 observations of 340 teachers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Component</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Distinguished</th>
<th>Omnibus F-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>-0.237</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>4.73***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>-0.552</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>6.83***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
<td>-0.196</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>7.00***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>-0.359</td>
<td>-0.351</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>9.83***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e</td>
<td>-0.165</td>
<td>-0.221</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>5.98***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>-0.639</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>6.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>-0.597</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>3.09**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>-0.422</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>4.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d</td>
<td>-0.424</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>4.48***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3e</td>
<td>-0.281</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>5.90***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table shows each of the ten components of teaching practice for which principals assigned ratings. The numbers in the rating columns are the average value-added measure for the teachers who received that rating in that component. For example in Component 3e, teachers with an Unsatisfactory rating had an average value-added measure of -0.397, which is more than one-third of a standard deviation below a teacher whose students achieved average student growth. The average teacher who received a Basic in 3e had a -0.087 value-added measure, Proficient had 0.201, and Distinguished had 0.429. In reading, for all components except 2a, the average value-added measure increases across the rating categories. The consistent correlation between the value-added measure and the classroom observation measure suggests that the Framework ratings are a valid measure of teacher practice.
Appendix E:
Qualitative Data and Analytic Methods

Year 1 Data and Analysis
Data in Year 1 consisted of 39 principal interviews and 25 teacher interviews. Principals and teachers were interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol and were asked questions about: a) the professional development they and their teachers received; b) their perceptions of the Framework; c) their implementation of the evaluation system; d) the pre- and post-conferences they had with their teachers; and e) their perception of school change that had resulted (or could result) from implementing the Framework.

Interviews were transcribed verbatim and codes were generated using a combination inductive and deductive approach. Deductively, a set of initial codes were created to mirror the semi-structured interview protocol. Multiple researchers used these draft themes to code the same interviews. This was undertaken both to test inter-coder reliability and to inductively generate additional codes for themes that emerged in the data that were not captured by the draft codes. The team of researchers compared the coded text and identified and clarified areas of disagreement in the coding of the shared interviews. The inductively generated codes were integrated into the final coding scheme. Coding was undertaken using Atlas .ti, which is a qualitative analysis software.

Each of the transcribed principal and teacher interviews were coded using the tested coding scheme. Summary reports were run on each code such that all quotations assigned to each code were put together in a report. From these reports, descriptive summaries were created for each code. These descriptive summaries were combined and integrated where cross-code themes emerged. The purpose of these analytical summaries was to provide rich descriptions of principal and teacher insights, quantifying and grouping respondents wherever possible.

A second step was taken in order to better understand the clustering of attitudes evident in the coded text. For each code, principals and teachers were grouped into subsets. For instance, a grouping of “mostly positive,” “mixed,” “mostly negative” was used to summarize principals’ attitudes toward the Framework. These subgroups were determined using the data, identifying subgroups that adequately represented the natural conceptual clustering within the data. These subgroup codes were then entered into a summary matrix for each principal and teacher to look for themes and patterns across codes.

An additional set of analyses were performed to measure principal engagement. Using the summary matrix for each principal, principals were grouped based on their responses on several questions that asked about the extent to which they implemented the evaluation system and their perceptions of and attitudes toward evaluation of teachers in general. In particular, the typology process aimed to provide information to CPS leaders about the extent to which principals in the evaluation pilot were engaging in the process, and the sophistication of these leaders to conduct teacher evaluation at a deep level.

A second round of coding was undertaken to identify additional themes that emerged within broader coding areas. This subset coding was applied to portions of the transcription that focused on the Framework, conferences, and implementation. The primary purpose of this subset coding was to expand our knowledge of important themes for the Year 2 data collection and analysis plan for 2009–10.

A final set of textual analyses were undertaken to explore the evidence data provided by principals and external observers. The primary purpose of this analysis was comparative. Evidence from the observation of the same teacher was analyzed for the principal and the external observer. This analysis focused on components that were identified as problematic, such as 3d (Assessment) and 2e (Physical Space). By comparing two observers’ description of the same instructional
practice, we hope to be able to better understand the reasons for the systematic differences in rating. At the time this report was written, these textual analyses were in the preliminary stages.

Year 2 Data and Analysis

Case Study Analysis
We collected data across 2009–10 in eight case study schools. The data collected included:

1. Principal interviews at three time points
2. Assistant principal interviews at one time point
3. Focus groups with teachers
4. Observation of 3–5 teachers as they engaged in the observation process (pre-conference to observation to post-conference to teacher interview)

Interviews and focus groups were transcribed verbatim, and codes were generated using a combination inductive and deductive approach. Deductively, a set of initial codes was created to mirror the semi-structured interview protocol. Multiple researchers used these draft themes to code the same interviews. This was undertaken both to test inter-coder reliability and to inductively generate additional codes for themes that emerged in the data that were not captured by the draft codes. The team of researchers compared the coded text and identified and clarified areas of disagreement in the coding of the shared interviews. The inductively generated codes were integrated into the final coding scheme.

Each of the transcribed principal and teacher interviews were coded using the tested coding scheme. Summary reports were run on each code such that all quotations assigned to each code were put together in a report. From these reports, descriptive summaries were created for each code. These descriptive summaries were combined and integrated where cross-code themes emerged. The purpose of these analytical summaries was to provide rich descriptions of principal and teacher insights, quantifying and grouping respondents wherever possible.

The observation data were analyzed in several ways. First, these observation series were coded to better understand the emergence of the Framework components in conversations between principals and teachers about instruction. A coding scheme was created with each component represented, as well as codes for general reference to the Framework. This was used to quantify the extent to which different components appeared in discussions in the conferences.

Second, observation series data were analyzed for evidence of the influence of relational elements on the conversations between principals and teachers. Early findings suggested the importance of the trust between principals and teachers as a foundation to have critical conversations about instructional practice. Coding was undertaken of observation data using a set of codes to capture relational influences. These codes were then analytically summarized.

Finally, analyses were undertaken to consider the depth of questioning in conferences. A rubric was developed, loosely based on the Danielson Questioning component. This rubric was then applied to textual excerpts from each case study principal. These analyses were used to assess the overall depth of questioning across case study principals, as well as to characterize individual principals.

Principal Engagement Survey Analysis
A bank of items was constructed around the five different themes we used to qualitatively categorize administrators in the first year of the study: attitudes toward the Danielson Framework, conferences, estimates of teacher buy-in to the system, and assessment of the influence of the evaluation system on instructional practice. A set of questions was created around each
of these concepts, using the responses of principals in interviews in the first-year study as a guide for the topics and response categories.

We used Rasch modeling to construct measures around each of the concepts. Applying Rasch to each of the clusters of items led to the creation of four measures: 1) administrator evaluation attitudes, 2) administrator attitudes toward conferences, 3) administrator estimates of teacher buy-in, and 4) administrator estimates of changes in instructional practice resulting from participation in the evaluation pilot.
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